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HEETING WITH ECONQMIC POLICY BOARD
EXECUTIVE COMHI;I'TEE
April 13 , 1976
2: 00 p . m.
Cabinet Room
From :

I.

II .

L . William Seidman

~

PURPOSE
A.

To discuss the footwear import relief case .

B.

'I'o discuss the Administration ' s response to the Congressional Budget Resolution .

C.

To discuss progress toward the establishment of a
Conwission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics .

t OV 'f

BACKGROUi~D,

A.

PARTICIPANTS

Ai~D

PRESS PLAN

Background : The Weekly Economic Fact Sheet is attached
at Tab A.
The Economic Policy Board Report is attacheci
at Tab B .
On February 20, 1976 the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) submitted its finding that the domestic footwear industry has been seriously injured by
imports . The provisions of the Trade Act of 1974
require that your decision of whether to grant import
relief to the domestic footwear industry be published
by April 20.
The Trade Policy Comr.1.ittee, chaired by Ambassador Dent,
has considered at length tl1e issues posed by this case .
A memorandum on the foo·tvlear import relief case outlining the options and agency positions is attached at
Tab c .
The Senate and House Budget Committees have recently
reported their proposed Budget resolutions.
The ne\v
Budget procedures have established May 15 as the dead-
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line for passage of a concurrent Budget resolution.
The Budget procedures do not include any formal action
by the President, but you will most certainly be asked
for your position on the level of Federal spending in
FY 1977 and on your tax proposals in light of the congressional Budget resolution. The EPB Executive Committee has discussed at length alternative Administration responses on this issue which are outlined in a
memorandum attached at Tab D.
On December 9 you approved establishment of a Preside~tially appointed commission to conduct a review of
the Federal Government's employment and unemployment
statistics. Burt Malkiel has met with representatives
of a number of labor unions and of various business
management organizations to explain the need for such
a study, review the Commission's terms of reference,
and seek advice and suggestions on particular individuals to serve on the Commission. A memorandum outlining current progress and the next steps in appointing a Commission Chairman is attached at Tab E. Mr.
Malkiel has worked closely with the Personnel Office
in the preparation of the list of possible appointees.
B.

Participants: The Vice President, William E. Simon,
L. William Seidman, James T. Lynn, Alan Greenspan,
Elliot L. Richardson, W.J. Usery, Brent Scowcroft,
Jol1n 0. Marsh, Frederick B. Dent, James M. Cannon,
Frank G. Zarb, Bur'con G. Malkiel.
t_, ~
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C.

Press Plan:

White House Press Corps Photo Opportunity.

III. AGEr.JDA
A.

Footwear Import Relief Case
Ambassador Dent will review the issues involved and
the options recommended by the Trade Policy Committee
on ·the footwear import relief case.

B.

Administration's Reponse to the Congressional Budget
Resolution
Jim Lynn will discuss alternative Administration
responses to the Congressional Budget Resolution.

C.

Commission on Employment and Unemploymei1t Statistics
Burt Malkiel will discuss the progress and next steps
in the establishment of a Commission on Employment and
Unemployment Statistics.

April 12, 1976
WEEKLY ECONOMIC FACT SHEET
The economic statistics of the past month have continued to be
encouraging. Retail sales are strong. Businesses are now faced
with the need to rebuild inventories and new orders have begun
to rise more rapidly. Production and employment have continued
to advance, the decline in unemployment has continued and price
pressures are receding. The statistics continue to indicate a
solid, well established, and balanced recovery which appears to
be accelerating.
Production
Industrial production is estimated to have risen by 0.5 percent
in February. The gain in production was fairly widespread, extending across consumer goods, business equipment, and industrial
materials. Since the recession low of last April industrial production has risen at a 12 percent annual rate.
Personal Income
Personal income rose strongly again in February although the $12.9
billion rise was slightly less than the $14.8 billion rise in
January. Strong gains in income have helped fuel strong increases
in retail sales while holding personal savings rates at relatively
high levels.
Since last April personal income has advanced at a
12.4 percent annual rate.
Retail Sales
Retail sales are rising strongly. Advance estimates indicate a
spurt in March of 2.8 percent, bringing the increase over the
past 12 months to 17.2 percent.
Sales of domestic automobiles
continued to rise sharply last month with sales of new domestic
models at a 9.5 million annual rate.
Housing Starts
Housing starts jumped in February by 27 percent. Much of the
increase may represent temporary factors such as unseasonally
warm weather. The basic factors influencing housing have continued
to show improvement. Even if the March figure falls back somewhat
the evidence continues to point toward a continued recovery in
housing over the balance of the year.
Prices
The consumer price index (CPI) rose by a seasonally adjusted 0.1
percent in February, the smallest monthly increase since September
1971. During the past three months the CPI has risen at a 4.4
percent annual rate seasonally adjusted. Declining food and
energy prices continued to exert an important influence on the
overall CPI last month. These trends cannot be safely extrapolated
.-""~~-
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very far into the future.
Nevertheless, the March wholesale price index rose by only 0.2 percent, and wholesale
farm product prices fell by two percent.
Employment and Unemployment
Employment, as measured in the household survey rose by
375,000 in March. Nonfarm payroll employment, which tends
to be a more reliable indicator, rose impressively by
200,000. The length of the average workweek declined in
March, however, probably as employers moved to adjust their
operations to the large increase in their work force during
the past several months.
The unemployment rate declined to 7.5 percent of the labor
force in March.
Key Figures to be Reported in the Next Ten Days
April 14
April 15
April 16
April 16
April 21
April 21

Manufacturing and Trade Inventories (for
February)
Industrial Production {for March)
Preliminary estimate of Gross National
Product {for the first quarter)
Housing Starts (during March)
Consumer Price Index {for March)
Durable Goods Orders (during March)

CEA

April 10, 1976
ECONOMIC POLICY BOARD REPORT
Issues Considered by the Executive Committee April 1-9
1.

Tax Policy Strategy
Reviewed a memorandum on _the legislative status of the
President's 1976 tax program and a memorandun on tax
policy strategy. Approved submitting to the President
a memorandum on the issue of tax policy strategy.

2.

Economic Assumptions and Spring Budget Planning Ceilings
Agreed that the Administration should not undertake a
new official forecast until the mid-year budget review
but that minor modifications in the January forecast
would be made for the purpose of helping to establish
the spring budget planning ceilings to reflect the most
recent economic statistics and outlook. CEA and OMB will
coordinate the development of a se·t of economic assumptions for use in the OHB spring budget planning process.

3.

Task Force on Small Business
Established a Task Force on Small Business, chaired by
the Administrator of the SBA and including representatives from the Departments of Treasury, Commerce, Labor,
OHB, CEA, Domestic Council and the office of the Assistant to the President for Economic Affairs.

4.

Presidential Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics
Reviewed status of efforts to complete a list of potential appointees and the reactions of the labor and business communities.

5.

Inflation Impact Statemen-t Evaluation
Reviewed a memorandum prepared by m.m and CWPS evaluating
the inflation impact statement process and containing
recommendations for changes in the OMB circular to strengthen
the monitoring and control function. OHB and C~~PS will meet
with selected departments and agencies involved in preparing inflation impact statements to discuss their views on
the inflation impact statement process and to get their
comments on the proposed changes recommended by OMB and
C\~PS.

6.

U.S. Contributions to International Financial Institutions
Approved recommending a supplemental request for additional
funds for the U.S. contribution to IDA IV and the Asian
Development Fund in order that the U.S. not be in violation of its commitments to these institutions.

-27.

Report of Labor Negotiations Committee
Reviewed 1976 collective bargaining negotiations in the
trucking, rubber, electrical equipment, meatpacking, automobile, farm equipment, construction and retail food industries.

8.

Profile of the Unemployed
Reviev-1ed a CEA paper on "A Profile of the Unemployed."
CEA will prepare an options paper on proposals to more
efficiently target unemployment assistance to specific
groups.

9.

Extending the Jones Act to the Virgin Islands for Oil
Products (S.2422)
Discussed an O~lli memorandum on S. 2422. The bill is currently scheduled for mark-up in late April. An information memorandum for the President will be prepared on
the current legislative status and on agency positions
on the bill.

10.

Product Liability Insurance
Reviewed a preliminary staff study prepared by the Department of Commerce on product liability insurance.

Major Upcoming Agenda Items

1.

Price Outlook for Food, Energy and Manufactured Goods

2.

Next Steps for the President's Regulatory Reform Program

3.

Report of the Commodity Policy Coordinating Comraittee

4.

Tax Legislation Status Report

5.

Report of Subcommittee on Economic Statistics

6.

Report of Interagency Task Force on Fertilizer

7.

Capital Formation Study

8.

Codes of Conduct and the MNC's
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SUBJECT:

Administration Response to Congressional
Budget Resolution

The Senate and House Budget Committees have recently reported
their proposed Budget resolutions.
~he new Budget procedures
have established May 15 as the deadline for passage of a concurrent Budget Resolution by the House and the Senate. The
Budget procedures do not include any formal action by the President, but you will most certainly be asked for your view of
the Budget resolution and for a statement of your position on
tl1e level of Federal spending in FY 1977 and on your tax proposals in light of the congressional Budget Resolution.
This memorandum reviews the sequence of Budget proposals and
actions to date, describes the current economic and budget
environment, outlines the economic implications of congressional budget policy and a successful veto of the tax cut
extension, and presents five alternative Administration responses for your consideration.
Background

'

On October 6, 1975 you proposed a $28 billion tax cut from
1974 levels and a $395 billion spending ceiling for FY 1977.
The proposed spending limitation represented a $28 billion
reduction from our estimate of the projected level of Federal
SlJending in FY 1977 under ti.1en current congre·ssional policies.
On December 16, 1975 the Congress passed a full year extension
of the 1975 tax cut without regard to a spending ceiling. The
following day you successfully vetoed that bill.
On December 23, 1975 the Congress passed and you subsequently
signed a ne'·:l tax bill which extended the tax cut for six months
and contained language loosely confirming the notion that any
additional tax cut below 1974 levels should be matched by a
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spending cut.
The precise language in the Revenue Adjustment
Act of 1975, and Chairman Ullman's explanation on the floor, are
attached at Tab A.
Your Budget, submitted to the Congress on January 21, 1976,
reaffirmed the policies outlined in your October 6 speech.
In briefing the press on the Budget, you were asked whether
you would adhere to the rigid spending ceiling. You responded
that "there has to be some flexibility ... We will have to wait
and see how economic conditions develop in the coming months,
but the concept of dollar for dollar was set forth in the message last night." A text of the complete question and ans\ver
is attached at Tab B.
i

The Senate and House Budget Committees have now reported their
proposed Budget Resolutions.
Both recommend a continuation of
the 1975 personal and corporate income tax cut. The Senate
Budget Committee recommends outlays of $412. 6 billion vJhile
the House Budget Committee recommends outlays $413.7 billion.*
The "dollar for dollar" concept has apparently disappeared
from their consciousness.
Since the "dollar for dollar" concept was to provide tax cuts
from 1974 levels in return for spending cuts below $423 billion, the Budget Committees' recormnended outlay level of approximately $413 billion implies that taxes could be cut about $10
billion frorn 1974 levels.
Since current tax law already provides a $17 billion tax cut from 1974 levels on a full year
basis, the "dollar for dollar" concept, combined with an outlay
ceiling of $413 billion, would require a tax ~crease of about
$7
--..._ billion per year from current levels.
Alternately, if we ask what outlay ceiling is implied by their
tax recommendations, the Budget Committees' proposed continuation of the $17 billion tax cut from 1974 levels means that their
outlay ceiling should be $17 billion below $423 billion or about
$406 billion.
Both of the above calculations ignore other tax proposals made
by the Administration since October 6. These include $5.4 billion in payroll tax increases, estate tax reduction, and various
investment incentives.
It seems appropriate to ignore these
proposals since none were adopted by the Committees.**

*The Senate and House consider the $1.2 billion refundable portion of the earned income credit a tax reduction while we consider it an outlay. Therefore, under our accounting methods $1.2
billion should be added to their outlay figures.
**There is one small exception to this statement.
The House Committee did adopt a $1/2 billion increase in the unemployment insurance tax; i.e., $1 1/2 billion less than we recommended. None
of the payroll tax increase was adopted by the Senat~.

-3Economic and Budget Environment
The Budget forecast real growth rates of 6.2·and 5.7 percent
for 1976 and 1977; unemployment rates of 7.7 and 6.9 percent;
and increases in the GNP deflator of 5.9 and 6.2 percent.
Since
the Budget was presented, most of tlw economic neVJs has been
good.
Unemployment and inflation have both been on a lower
track than expected in the Budget, and if anything, it now
appears that real growth in 1976 is likely to be slightly
higher than 6.2 percent.
In stating the "dollar for dollar 11 concept in the Revenue Adjustment Act of 1975, the Congress included the provision ''that
nothing shall preclude the right of the Congress to pass a
budget resolution containing a higher or lower expenditure
figure if the Congress concludes that this is warranted by
economic conditions or unforeseen circumstances." Since the
economic outlook is clearly better than it was ·v1hen Congress
passed that Act, they will be forced to argue one of the following:
(l) Even though economic conditions are better than expect~d, unemployment is still too high and more spending is necessary, i.e., they never meant to abide by the Act's statement
of policy; (2) Inflation is lower tha11 expected and therefore,
it is safe to attack unemployment with more "vigor;" or (3)
There are other "unforeseen circumstances."
There have been Administration policy changes which make the
_"dollar for dollar" concept somewhat ambiguous. At the time
the October 6 speech, it was not contemplated that we would
request either a $5.4 billion social security and unemployment
insurance tax increase or certain other tax incentives for investment.
However, the Budget did not allow this tax increase to
alter the spending ceiling, and the estimated deficit fell
within the range of $40 to $44 billion deemed appropriate in
October.
Since the Budget, we have also proposed an estate
tax reduction.
In addition, we have recently sent the Congress
a budget update which raises spending totals to $396.4 billion
because of Congressional action, and therefore, raises the
deficit estimate to almost $45 billion. l-loreover, if: inflation continues to abate and is significantly.below expectations,
we may have to significantly lower our receipts estimates in
the July update of the Budget that is required by law.

at

The Economic Implications of Congressional Budget Policy and
a Successful Veto of the Tax Cut Extension
As shown in a table attached at Tab C, the House Budget Committee estimates their recommended deficit at $50.6 billion

-4while the Senate Budget Com.~l1i ttee est.ima-tc:~s their deficit at
$50.2 billion.
Because of differences in estimating techniques
and economic assumptions, our own estimates suggest that both
the House and Senate deficits should be raised to a range of
$54-56 "}?illion.
Our latest official estimate of our deficit is $44.6 billion
or between $10 and $12 billion less than our est.imate of ·the
House and Sena·te recommended deficiJcs. Admittedly, a $10 or
$12 billion change in t:i1e deficit does not. have a major macroeconomic impact when GNP is expected to total almost $1.8
trillion in fiscal 1977. Although any increase in the deficit
adds somewhat to the risk of inflation in the future, Jche more
important charac-teristic of Congressional budget policy is that
it puts us on a higher spending and tax track in the future thus
implying a significantly larger future role for Government in
the eConomy than under your Budget s·trategy.
If, in response to the Congressional Budget Resolution, you
successfully vetoed a tax cut extension and if Congress took
no further action, tax receipts would be $23.4 billion higher
than recommcmded in the Budge-t. The derivation of the $2 3. 4
billion is shown in a table attached at Tab D.
Outlays, including the $1.2 billion earned income credit, would be $18 to
$19 billion higher than the latest budget estimate. Consequently, the net reduction in the deficit would be in the range
of $4. 5 ·to $5. 5 billion.
In a $1.8 trillion economy, this is
a relatively small shock, but an increase in withholding and
the uncertainty for business generated while the veto b~ttle
raged might have a negative psychological impact that raises
the risk of a slower recovery.
More important, the Congress
would be very unlikely to remain inactive. They would most
probably respond with a smaller tax cut from 1974 levels approximating your original "dollar for dollar" concept. 'rhus,
from a fiscal policy standpoint, the resulting budget and the
nature o~ the recovery would be unlikely to differ significantly
from our· latest estimates.
Options
Five options regarding the Administration's public stance following passage of the First Budget Resolution are outlined for
your consideration.
In assessing the options, it should be
noted that legislation extending the tax cut will probably be
passed in lat.e Hay or in June.
'I'he majority of appropriations
bills will be considered after a tax cut decision is made.
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-5Option 1:

Complete Flexibility

State that spending levels in the Congressional Budget Resolutions are excessive, but do not promise specific vetoes.
Simply state that your goal will be to hold down the size of Government as much as possible and that as tax and spending legislation is passed, each bill will be considered on its merits
in light of the economic conditions then prevailing. State
that you will judiciously use the power of the veto to curb
spending and that your goal is still to provide an eventual
additional tax cut if spending can be curbed sufficiently.
Advantages
o

Our estimates of outlays, receipts, and deficits are
constantly changing.
In particular, if inflation continues to abate, this good news has the unfortunate effect of reducing tax receipts and the deficit estimates
implied by your Budget may grow through time. This op---~ion provides complete flexibility for dealing with changing conditions.
Disadvantages
o

It may appear that we have retreated from our commitment
to fiscal prudence and may encourage Congress to seek
higher levels of spending in appropriations bills than
if a stronger stand is taken.

o

By dropping the "dollar for dollar" concept, you may be
accused of inconsistency and a lack of leadership.

o

Dilutes support for a further tax cut and places less
emphasis on the notion that the public can be rewarded
by a tax cut if Congress cuts spending.

o

This stance is a temporary expedient--good only until a
tax cut extension passes. This will probably occur in
four to six weeks.

Option 2:

Flexibility on Tax Cut--Inflexibility on Spending

State that you stand by your Budget policies, but do not promise to veto an extension of the tax cut.
It will be considered on its. merits when passed. Promise to veto spending
legislation not in accord with your Budget.
If a sufficient
number of vetoes are sustained, we will continue to press for
a "dollar for dollar" tax cut.
Advantages
o

Retains the "dollar for dollar" concept.
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o

Demonstrates leadership in resisting big Governmen't.

.
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Does not paint us into a corner on the issue of an extension of the tax cut.

Disadvantages
o

Perhaps too inflexible on the spending side. Many Budget
reductions require structural reform.
For example, health
block grants are required for Medicaid saving.
If Congress
does not buy the block grant concept, it is unrealistic
to expect them to remain within Budget totals given the
current structure of many programs.

Option 3:

Compromise with the Congress

After the Budget resolution passes announce that you will definitely sign an extension of the tax cut.
However, state that
you find the congressional spending target far too high and
ask Congress to reconsider their Budget resolution.
In order
to provide a further incentive to cut spending, offer a deeper
tax cut for every dollar that the Congress lowers spending
below their original target.
Advantages
o
~o

By approving extension of the tax cut, uncertainty is
reduced for consumers and businessmen.
Shows willingness to compromise and to make an extra
effort to curb the growth o£ the Federal Government.

Disadvan·tages
o

Will be seen as yet another change in position and-you
will be accused of inconsistency.

o

Implicitly acquiesces in another very large deficit
which could exceed $60 billion if inflation continues
to abate.

o

Congress will probably experience great difficulty in
passing the first Budget Resolution.
If we ask them to
reopen the issue, we may be accused of trying to destroy
the new Budget process.

Option 4:

Acquiesce in a tax cut extension, but state that
according to the "dollar for dollar" concept this
implies a spending ceiling of approximately $406
·billion. State that you will vigorously use your
veto pm·Jer to achieve this goal.
/·':':fOR?'_>.
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Advantages
o

Demonstrates flexibility on the tax cut issue while
ma.intaining a commitment to the "dollar for dollar"
co:pcept.

Disadvantages
o

Sets a target for outlays that will subsequently be used
to judge our performance when it may not be realistic to
achieve sue~ a target.

Option 5:

Promise to veto a tax cut extension unless the
spending ceiling is revised downward to adhere to
t:Fle-1'dollar for dollar" concept.

Advantages
o

Shows strong determination to adhere to the goal of fiscal
prudence.

Disadvantages
o

-~ o

It is unrealistic to expect that a veto that would effectively raise taxes immediately before the election would
be sustained.
The prospect of a veto battle over the tax extension \·muld.
generate uncertainty for consumers and businessmen.
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Attachment A

"Revenue Adjustment Act of 1975"

Section lA.

DECLJI.RATION OF POLICY

(a) Congress is determined to continue the tax reduction
for the first 6 months of 1976 in order to assure
continued economic recovery.
(b) Congress is also determined to continue to control
__ $pending levels in order to reduce the national deficit.
(c) Congress reaffirms its commitments to the procedures
established by the Congressional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act of 1974 under which it has already established
a binding spending ceiling for the fiscal year 1976.
(d) If the Congress adopts a continuation of the tax reduction
provided by this Act beyond June 30, 1976, and if economic
conditions warrant doing so, Congress shall provide,
through the procedures in the Budget Act, for reductions
in the level of spending in the fiscal year 1977 below
what would othen¥ise occur, equal to any additional
reduction in taxes (from the 1974 tax rate levels)
provided for the fiscal year 1977: PROVIDED, HOWEVER,
That.nothing shall preclude the right of the Congress
to pass a budget resolution containing a higher or
lower expenditure figure if the Congress concludes that
this is warranted by economic conditions or unforeseen
circumstances.
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE
CALL OP THE HOUSE
Mr.• :N"EDZI. i\!r. Speal~c.-, I ·make the
point <. f order 1.ha t n quorum is . not
pr~ent.

i:>tlon o! the ;e~scl, IJruja. ·'far, as a ver.~cl of
the Un!l.cd States v:IH1 coastwl.~e prlv:leges:
S. 1689. An act to amend t!1e PetlD!';ylnmla
Avenue Dcvel-:>pment Corpor...tton J.ct o! 1972
\I>ubllc Law ll2··a·;s), as c. mended; and
S. 1941. An act to Increase tllc protection
afforded snhn::.ls in transit nnd to assure the
humane treatment of animals, ar.d for other
Jmrposes.

The SPEAKEit pro tempore. E\idently
a quorum is not present.
Withm;" obje;;tion, a call of the House
is orcl.ercd.
There was l1f) objection.
PERSONAL STA'rE7\1ENT
. The call w~-.s tcl:cn by electronic device, &nd ihe following Membci·s !ailed
Mr. PATI!A.~. Mr. Speaker, I ues!re to
to respond:.
have my presence recorded on the last
(Roll No. 826) •
two quorum calls. I was lH're and recorded
Addnbbo
H:cstlnr;s
Reu..<s
my presence, but I am recorded on only
Bd.dlllo
Hebert
R.llod~s
one of them.
Beard, Tenn.
Hecl:ler, Mass. Rl~u1looYer
Jlell

Bin&h:lm

llon!;.er
:D:ov.-u, Callr.
Bunon,John
· C.'Rrncy
Cneppell

Clay

. Conyers

D.>niels, N.J.
l>4'•ls
Diggs
Dingell

Pl"I=n

B~nshaw

Ho:lanct
Horton
Jarman

l''ord, Mich.
Fre.ser
Ga)·dos
Gibbons
Oilman ·
Hanley
Harrington
·.Harsb.a

Rostenko"~<'!;kl

Runnels

Johnson, Calif. StGermain
Jones, Okla.
Sch'"ucr
Kerth
Schroeder
Kindness
Shu.~ter
L&uc!rum
Sikes
Le-,:gctt
Skubitz
"McCioskev

Macdouaid

Nelcbcr
l\:.ikva

Edwards, Calif. Mlneta.
P.rlenbo:n
Montgomery
l:<;eh
Mosher
l::sblcm&n
.Moss
-~'Tins, Tenn.
Mottl . __
Foley
Murph:;';N.Y.

. l''uqtla

Roe
Rosenthal

Myers, Ind.
Nichols

Ottinger
1'-..tman, Tex.
Pepper
Poage
l'rt>yer
Pritchard

P..s.ndall ·

Si.a!k

S~lrna.n

l:>telger, Ariz.
St.!ph~ns

Stuckey
Sulli'l"an

5}-mington
,-alcott

Teague
Thomprori
Udal!
Vande-rVeen
Waxman
Wilson, C. H.
Wilson, T<'X.

Winn
Yate.-;
Yntron
Young, Alasl:a

SENATE AME::>.'DMENTS ON H.R. 9968,
AME!\o"DJNG SECTION 103 OF L'I-

TERNAI. REVE:t-."UE CODE
:M.r. ULLl\!AN. l\!r. Speaker, I move to
suspend the nrles and take from the
Speaker's desk the bill (ll.R. 9968) to
amend·scction 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect io certain
obligations used to prO\ide irri;:ration
facilities, '\\;th the Senate amendments
thereto, and c0ncm· in the Senate
amendments with an amendment as
follows:
·
In lieu of-tbe matter pro;>osed to be inserted by the &nate ameudmt>nt insert: Pag;c
1, strike out all htter line 4, o\·~r to and
including line 10 ou page 2 of tl1e Senate
engrossed amendments, and insert:
SEc. lA. D£CLAJ:ATio:• oF PoucY.
(n) Congress Is determined to coiltl~n•e the

tax reduction for the first G months of 1976
in order to tsssure cont.iaued €<"Ainomlc re-

The .SPEAKER. On t."'l.is r.o!kall 338 co\•ery.
·:-:M:embers ll::t"\'e recorded their presence
(b) Congress is also detcrmi!led t.o con~by eleetronic device, a quomm.
tinue to CO!lt.rol spending Jc-rejs in ord~;r to
rec:luoo
the ·llat!oual deficit.
•· By unanimous consent, further pro(c) Congress ref>.ffirms its com:nltments to
.ceedings under tile call were dispensed
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The Senate took exactly the same bill
we passed, with r.o changes v;hat~oevcr
insofar as the tax featuref; arc concerned.
and added a very short amendment that
gives some assul'ance that we v;ould attempt to offset future tax reductions
with expenditure reductions.
We have carefully examined that
amendment. V/e ha>e found that it would
not meet, as It was written, with the approval of the members of the committee
on this side in the House. We llid howeYer ag1:ee to the basic substance, and
so we have l"edrafted the Senate amendment after consultation with the leadership, extensive consultation, I might say,
and a.fter extensive consultation with the
majority members of both the \Vays and
i\!eans Committee and Budget Committee and with ti1e Speaker being in touch
with the President by telephone. We
~. were also in touch with Senator Lo~c
and ti1e people on the Senate r;idc.
We have come up with substitute language which, accordL'lg to our best ta}~
people, makes no subsianti\•e ch~nges in
what the Senat<! has passed and sent
over here and which tile President h<.d
agreed io.
At the pre$ent moment I must :;as
that the President has been giren this
full information. He has the text. He
is studying it. I cannot conceive that he
would not approve of it because substanUvely it does the same thing as the
amendment he had previous!y agreed t<1.
B t1 t
d •t to th ...... b
d
U
e me rea l ·
e .,,.em ers, an
I know the Members all have copies. It
begins:
Congress is determined to continue the
tax reduction for the fust 6 mom,hs of 1976
iu order to ·llssure conti:uued economic recovery. ,

I do not think anybody here can -contest that. 'rhat is the most inn>ortant
:reason we are passing the bill. e.nd it is
FURTHER. MESSAGE FROM THE
just a statement of the purpose as to wh~·
. . SENATE
19i6.
·
we are passing the bill. I cannot f-ee anyI •
•
(d) H tbe Congress adopts a CO!!tinuatlon thing that would cause anybody to be
A further message from the Sen::tte by of the tax red-uction pro\"ided by this Act
beyond
JWJe 30, 1970, and if ecm10mlc con- concerned about that language.
Mr. Sparrow, one of its clerks. •
dit1ons warrant doiug ~o. Con!;!'ess s!1all proThe second paragraph says:
·The messs.~e also announced that tile
through the procedures In the Budget
Congre&s is also det-ermined to cont!nue to
Senat-e agre~ io the report of the com- ndc,
Act, for re<l\tctlons In the le,·<:l of spending control t:pendln~· levels in ordt'r to reduce
mittee of conference on the disagreeing in l.be fi.sC6.1 year 1977 JJeiow V.'ilat would the national deJ1clt.
votes of the two Houses on the &mend- otherwise occur, eq,ll'-1 to any !idditlonal
I do not think anybody here would obmente; of "the House to the bill <S. 2718> reduction in taxes (from the 1974 tax rate
entitled "An act to improve the quality Je;els) proVided !or the ~seal year l977; ject to that language. I think· e\·errboes
of ran services in t."'l.e Unit-ed States Provided, J.owet•cr, 'I11at nothing £hall p:-e· here would v;ant to be associated with
through regulatory reform, coordination clude the :right of tlle Cong-:ess t<J pass a that language.
resolutiOJl oontaiul:lg a bh;her or
of rail service.~ and facilities, and reha- budget
Then the third paragraph sars:
lo~er expenditure figure if t.he Cong!t'SS conbilitation and impro\'ement financil1g, cludes thflt this is warranted by economic
Congress reaffinn£: its c.omnutments t-o the
and for other purposes." proct>dures established by t!le con~;ressicn~l
conditions or u!l.fo::e~ee:1 ctrcumct~..:1ces.
Resolt•ed. Thnt ihe Hollie r.;rce "In 1-he Budget and Impoundment Control Act o:
The message also an.'1ounced that the
Senate had passed ~iih an amendment amendment. o!" the Senate to the title of the 1974 under ~hicll lt hill: alreadv establl~bed
a binding Epemiing ceiling fc>r tilE.' fiscr,l yt':tr
ill which the concurrence o! the House b!ll.
l£176.
.
.
is requested, a bill of the Hom.c of the
The Clerk read the tit.le of the bill.
fQllOWU.lg title:
I do not think anybody here c0uld obThe SPEAKER. Is a .second demanded?
li.P.. 9968. An net t.o amend Eectiou 103 of
l\1r. STEIGER ·of \Viscon~in. Mr. ject to that in any manner, shape, or
tho Intt-~·nal He\'enue Cooe of 1954. with re- Speaker, I deme.nd a second.
form. That is exactly what "·e have cion<:.
liJ>ect to ce:-tsl!J obligations \lsed to proYidc
The SPEAKER. Without objection, a We have established our spending ceil1rlrtntlon !ncil!tles.
ing under the act.
ser...ond v;ill be considered as ordered.
There we.s no objection.
The next paragraph goes on, anc! thl.-;
The mc~agc al!.o announced that the
The SPEAKEn.. Tllc gcr:tlen;.an from is the one that contains Ulc &imc ba.~ic
Senat-e had pa~~Pd bills of the following
procedural fomm1a that was adopted by
titles, in which the com•urrr11te of the Oregon is reco~mizccl for .;o mlnutes.
House is rt:quesied:
Mr. lJLLl\IAN. 1·<r. Speaker, let me ex- UlC Senate and agreed io by tile Presi·
.S. "i2G. /.n E.d to dtrect the &>crelnry o! plain brictiy what ti1e ~ituation is. As cient. Subst:rntively, we think \Ye ru.::.dc
the Inter!cr to CQlwey, !or fn!r market \"aluc, the Members know, we pas~;ed tlie t.ax re- 110 ehnnf';Cs in 1t; but t!1ere have be-..:-n
oc:~rtal:l la!ld,; tQ Vr..lley County, lc!~ho;
duction, and it v;as vetoed. and we f!ljJed !::light adjustments ln phru..c;eolog~·. !t
8. 1167. J.n r..ct tQ authorl?.C 1h~ doc11men- to on·rride t.he \"eto.
re~ds:

with.'

the prooedures es-.abl!shed by t!1e Congresslonal Budget and Impoundmen~ O.:mtrol Act
ot 1974c Ullder ~h!ch it bas n!ready establishE-d
a. binding E})en<iing celltng for the fiscal year

•.
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I! tho Congres.o; udopts a continuation of it really is sirriply a redundant statemcn'L.
· the tnx rf'duct!on provided b; this Act be- However, son:w of the House J\>Iembers
vond Jl.<n~ 30, 1976, and lr et'.onomlc co:1dl- felt that it was important to have this
t!ODS wr.rant ~;ling so, Congress sh::.ll provide, through ~ procedures In the Bud!;et phrase appear up ~:.bove to be sure that
btt, !or reductlo:ls In the level of spending no one misunderstood that there was a
1n tho !lscl'.l year 1977 below what would condition that if economic condjtions
otberv.-1sc occu:. equ!l! to any acldltlona.l re- change, the commitment specified might
ductlon In taxes (from the 1974 tax rnto ha\'C to be modified.
levels) pro'\'lc!ed for the fiscal year 1977. •
I !;.DOW, al<>O, that there are some that
~.
Then the final proviso:
think that the omission of this word
.! :
.Provided., however, That nothing shall pre- "changing'' in front of economic condlcludo the rl!;ht of the congress ro pass a. tions at t.~e end of the third para;:;rapll
~· budget resolution contaltllng a. hl{;her or had some significance. I do not. believe
. lower expenditure figure If ~he Cougr~s con- that there is any substantive effect oc·clude:s thnt tbls Is warrnnted by economic curring from this omission.. I believe that
conditions or .unforeseen circumstances.
• it is clear that the economic conditions

That proviso v:as lifted almost entirely,
with one minor change, from the lan~
gua.ge in the senate bill that was ap- .
·:. proved by the President.
Now, Mr. Speal:er, we hr.ve had th!s
matter before ns for a long, long time. I
had be£n prepared to go home, having
done all that we could possibly do, and
tell the people that congress sl"'lply had
exbausted its remedies and there was no
way to keep in place the tax reductions
•.• ·in January. I think most of the Members
on this side v:ere resigned to that same
attitude and ready to go home and take
• tJ1at position.
2\Ir. Speaker, last night there was a
:·moyement o\·er on the senate side fol·.- ·lowing a meeting, a leadership meeting.
'" ' ·The Speaker and senP.tor M:ANsnx:Ln and
the senate leaders came o\'er. They
~~started a movement to try and worl: out
··.some kind of compromise language that
·the President would aecept. That resulted
·then this morning that the Senate con• .-. finned that action and pa...c;sed the bill
'-w1U1 the amendment and sent it over
h ere.
~,;:.~
s I
t
..., ·.:.•
o say bat this language that we
-. have worked out does not 't'iolate in any
way the bz.sic principles and purposes and
:'Procedures that were set forth in the:
,•..senate language that was approved by
~· c.: tile President.
.
~-;·Mr. Speaker. r strongly urge that all
• ;'of us vote overwhelmingly, both Demo' :··--.;.cr:ats and Republicans. and accept this
. >:language, send the bUJ down. I cannot
' ·-"·•conceive that the President would not
• :,sign it.
.
:. · Before I conclude, I want to say that
::.I understand that both the Senate and
tile President have had· trouble v.ith
. ::.some of U1e changes tha.t we have made
-'.in .the Senate language in our policy
,...~tatcmcnt. I want to say that the chan!!'es
·,.t··are not intended to be substantive, ancl I
.. do not believe they are. Let me go
'"' .:>:through some of them with you.
. ':·- For example, I understand that some
·.~object to adding the language "and if
...f:eonomic cond!tions warrant clo!n(r so"
" e.t the beginning of the third paragraph.
l WoUld lik(• to point c-ut that this phrase
• · 1s t.lmost the same as that pro\·idcd in
tbe pro,·iso at U1e end of the ti!ird paratraph. 'rhere, it is indicated U1a.t nothing
' v.~ould preclude the ri~rht cf Cong:ress to
C.UaLage t.he expenditure figure if this is
Wll.rnmteu by economic conditions. As f::.r
~ I :.m concernd-and I speak Rs chnirman of U1e conumttee-this means n·oth~more by add!n;< that material at the
.• &inuin:; o! the p:~rar.raph. Tlwn:forc,

...

. ..

existing today do not warrant departing
from the commitments specified, and I
believe that it is only if economic conditions were to change that thb would
be true.
Also, I know of no other circum.Stances
at this time which would reauire a
change from this commitment. oi ce;urse
other circumstances which arc unforeseen at the present time may ultimately
require such change.
I understand, &lso, that some Question
has arisen v;here we made reference to
"additloll2.1 reduction in taxes." It was
the intention of all of us to refer to any
reduction in taxes which occurs after
Ju11e 30, 1975, e\·en thoug-h it is the sa.·ne
amount of reduction which is ah·ead)'
provided for in the period up to June 30,
1976. In oth~r words, an extension of the
existing t::x reduction beyond June 30,
1976, would give rise to the requirement
of an ec:ual reduction in spending to o1Iset a tax reduction.
The determination to control spe11ding
is, in my opinion, a determination which
the Congress shares with the President.
I know of his interest in reducing the
national deficit, and I c::.n assure him
that Congress shares this determination
with him, and that the statements we·
are making i."1 this tax bill reinforce that
determination.
M:r. Speaker, I yield to my disUnguished
coilear;ue in this effort, the chairman of
U1e Budget Committee, the gentleman
irom \Vashington <Mr. AnAMS).
Mr. ADAMS: 1\~r. Speaker, I thank the
gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Speaker, I 'vant to state that I
support the remarks of U;e chairman
of the Committee on Ways and Means
and to indicate that during the course of
this day the President has indicated that
he wanted to compromic:c his differences
th2.t he had stated in the past. and the
Senate had done so. We are trying to
reach such an accommodation. I think
in doing this, we have done so.
?vir. Speaker, the Senate amendment
hns been redrafted to meet the procedurcs of the Budget Control Act. The
House under the Buc!!'ct Control Act wi.ll
be exa:nininr; am· stimulus by tax reduction, the terms of the stimulus, wiUl the
economic programs t11nt reQuire spendin~. We ha\"e done this in tlJe past. but
we hnve n!lirn1ed it in this particular
language, so t11e President nnd the Nation l:now we ,•;ill be doin~ it in the futurc.
·
Please notice that the S<'nate hnd sent.
ovC'r nnd llnd requested thnt there be

no flat money ceiling fit,'Urc ·the~e. r
with that, becauf;e we haYe established a ce!l!nrr already for the fis-. 1
year 1976 and we will es!.8blish ~ cEl~l·~~
for fiscal rear 1977, as provided u~:::~;:::
the Budget Act and as affirmed in t:::is
resolution.
So that I hope the Members. bot:1 ~e
publlcans and Democrats, will ,·otc fr;r
the r..menciment as introduced b~· t:~e
chairman of the \Vays and M~ans Corr.m!ttce so that we ma~· send this to th,
Preside;.1t, and I am ver.r hopeful ti:::.t we
will have U1is matter behind us.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I re~erve
the balance of my time.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. !.:!'.
Speaker, I yield such ·time ss she :::.:~v
consumo to the gentlewoman frol:l
Nebraska. <Mrs. SMITH).
<M:rs. S:MITH of Nebraska e.skt>d t-r:1
was given permission to revise anC. extend her remarks.)
Mrs. SMITH of Nebraska. Mr. Spe~:e;.
I would like to add my voice in st:;;n~
support of the tax reduction-~penci~ •
limitation compromise reached th!.>
afternoon.
The agTeement re2ched is hi:;hh· responsible, taking, as it does, the best c!
both sldes of this lengthY dispute. Ta:-:es
will continue to be collected at r~:.:::ed
levels as a stlmulant to bri:1g us o:1t of
al'i unpleasant recessicn. yet the sP?::ding limitation belng put into effcct ~!i
prevent t.he reduction in reve::u~ !r·::m1
fuelinrr another r01:nd of cruel innat!a:n.
This is sound policy. and is a policy t:,a t.
will benefit both inC:.ividuals ~nd ~e
Nation as a '"hole.
1\rr. STEIGEr<. o! Wisconsin. :1-.~r.
Speaker, I yield such tL>ne as he !:12'"1
ccr~sume to ihe r;entle::nan frc:n Florid~
a~;ree

(}.'[r. F'RI:Y) •

.,

FREY asl;ed and was J!iven ;.<;rmission to revise and extend h!s
CM~r.

remarks.)
Mr. FREY. 1\!r. SpsaS:er. todaY !:s an
important day in the history of our
Nation. Fer the first time in rears ~e
l1ave recognized the princinle that. ycu
cannot ho.ve it all; that if we l'lt·c to cc:t
taxes, we must reciucc spenC.h:g en a.
dollar-for-dollar basis. F-or the n!>.t t~~e
there is hope that our Natlon "'i! n!'t
go the way of New York Citv. Th<'re !!':
also hope because a small but eft'P.:"t'>~
group of Cont!ressmen, bot!1 RepubEe:zn
and ·Democratic, put '"h~.t ioc; right :n
front of what is politically wi:::.e.
.
Hopefullv, peop!e will no lonf!P.r ~a
bour,ht mth their own monry. -E..J:->~
ful1v. we can moYc townr<'~~ n bn1anc;:j
budget and fiscal sanitv. HonP'nlh·. t.."l~
country will return to a p'hilo<:oph:; ;:,!
"'T.!e the peot>le" recoo1f;o;!n~ both r:!7:~ts
and respon:<:ibilities. It 1s lon;r o'\crc::e.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. :'.r:-.
Sneaker, I yield 5 minutes t.o H:e c!st!n!Yu!shed gent.!emnn from Penm.;r!Y,i.!!i.:l.
(1\!r. SCHNI:l'!RF.:LI).
(1\·lr. SC'Hl\"EEBELI a~kcd at~d ~:,.s
(;iven perm!s~ion t.o revi:<:e nnd ex!e-~d
his 1·emarl•s.>
:r.rr. SCJP.\'TEDELI. 1-!r. Sile:tkc·r. t.':~
Members on U1is side much pre!cr t~c
Senate version of this nm1roacl1 w t! e
problem. It is n lot mor-e sprclfic &!1:!
has fewer conditions. We like soxr"• o!

,,
Attachment B
Question and Answer From
Presidential Budget Briefing
January 20, 1976

* * * *
QUESTION:

Mr. President, only a month or two ago you

were quite insistent that Congress commit itself to a specific
spending ceiling as a precondition of any tax cut, yet last
night when you proposed your additional $10 billion tax cut you
made

rio

mention of a requirement for such a spending ceiling.

Could you explain?
THE PRESIDENT:

I think if you will re-read the message

you will find that I do say, or did say, rather in that message
that if we restrain Federal spending we can have a tax reduction
on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

I cannot remember the page, but

it is in the message that I read to the Congress last night.
QUESTION:

Well, yes, sir, but I take it you are no longer

insisting on the specific ceiling approved by Congress as a
precondition to that extra $10 billion.
THE PRESIDENT:

Well , we say that the ceiling is $394.2 .

.Now, there are uncertainties that take place as we move along
and we have 5-1/2 months before July 1, 1976.
be some flexibility .

So there has to

I have picked the ceiling .

I have said

("'c

2

that we can, with that ceiling, as of today, have a $10 billion
additional tax reduction over that '\vhich Congress has approved.
We will have to wait and see how economic conditions develop in
the coming months, but the concept of dollar for dollar was set
forth in the message last. night.

* * *

ATTACHMENT C
Reco_n~iliation

_of receiJ?t·? estimu.tes in PEesidents Budget \,?:i.th those
in B.:gQ.g_et Committee Resolutions and irnplied deficits

Receipts

~stimate

in President's _Budget

Add:
Rejection of President's deeper corporate
and income tax cuts

Rejection of other tax incentives

lf

Budget Comrnittee tax reform proposals
Subtotal
Deduct:
Rejection of social security and u.!.
tax proposals
Sub-total

Alternative accounting for
earned income credit
Estimating differences and different
economic assumptions
Budget Committee receipt estLmates
Budget Committee outlay estimates
Budget Corunittee deficit

House

Senate

$ 351.3

$ 351.3

11.0

11.0

0.8

0.8

2.0
$ 365.1

4.8

---$ 360.3

$

2.0
365.1

$

5.4
359.7

y

-1.2

3.9
$ 363.0
413.7
$ 50.7

-1.2

_L_L

$ 362.4
412.6
$ 50.2

l/

Broadened stock ownership plan, mortgage investment tax
credit, and accelerated depreciation for high unemployment
areas.

Y

The House adopted about a one-half billion increase in
unemployrnent insurance taxes, i.e., about one and one-half
billion less than we recommended.

ATTACHMENT D
R~co_:Q_ci)iation

of receipts estimates in President's Budget with
those implied by 1974 tax law*

Receipts estimate in President's Budget
Add:
Increase in personal and corporate taxes
from current levels

17.1

Rejection of President's deeper personal
and corporate tax cuts

11.0

Rejection of President's tax incentives
_9nd other miscellaneous changes
Sub-total
Deduct:
Rejection of social security and unemployment
payroll tax increases
Receipts es·timate, 1974 law

*

$351.3

Individual items do not add to totals because of
rounding.

0.9

$380.2

5.4
$374.7
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li...EMORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

Heviev1 of Government Statistics on Employment and
Unemployment

Decision of December 9, 1975
On December 9 you decided to establish a presidentially
appointed commission to conduct a review of the Federal
government's employment and unemployment statistics. The
Commission would be composed of 6 to 8 people. A private
research organization would conduct the basic analysis
for the Commission.
Background
The last formal review of the Federal Government's employment and unemployment statistics program by nongovernment experts
was conducted by the President's Committee to Appraise Employment
and Unemployment Statistics (The "Gordon Committee' 1 ) , appointed
by President Kennedy in 1961. The Committee's recommendations were
subsequently incorporated into the procedures used by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of the Census.
The
last recommendation of the Gordon Committee \vas that a similar
formal review of employment and unemployment statistics be
conducted in approximately ten years.
In the intervening years since the Gordon Committee,
experience with the various statistical series has revealed
certain strengths and weaknesses. At the same time there
have been important developments in the economy which have
affected the Federal Government's data requirements. The labor
force has undergone substantial structural change associated with
the large increase in the proportion of women and teenagers.
The expansion of social programs that substantially reduce the
loss of income from unemployment may also have affected the
nature and duration of unemployment. Because these developments

-2 -

have a beari~g on the interpretation of statistics on unemployment
they \·Jarrant a· new look at definitions and methodology.
noreover,
unemployment statistics are increasingly used in determining the
allocation of Federal aid to State and local governments.
The new employment statistics review committee would be
charged ~ith addressing several broad issues: First, the
committee would examine the concept and definition of employment
and unem~loyment in terms of their adequacy to meet current needs.
Secondly, the committee would review the need for new statistical
measures that may be desirable in view of structural changes in the
economy as well as changes in government social programs. For
example, it would be useful to know more about job search behavior
and duration of unemployment and how they are affected by the
availability of social benefit programs. Thirdly, the committee
would review a number of technical and methodological issues
including seasonal adjustment, survey technique (e.g., telephone
verses personal interviews) collection of the data, analytical
procedures used in processing the statistics, and issues relating
to the presentation and release of the data.
Recent Developments
During the past month I have met with respresentatives of
a number of labor unions and of various business management
organizations and with staff members of the Joint Economic
Committee.
I have explained the need for such a study, reviewed
an earlier draft of the terms of reference for the commission
and sought advice and suggestions on particular people to be
committee members. There is widespread agreement that a
Presidential Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics
is needed and I believe the Commission would be supported by
the different interested parties. While it was not possible
to accommodate all the names suggested by the different groups
for inclusion on the Commission, it should be possible to
establish a diversified group of experts who would represent
a number of different perspectives and yet work together
harmoniously.
Included as Tab A is a list of possible members
of the Commission.
Under Tab B is a revised ''Terms of Reference"
for the proposed Commission. Under Tab C is a Presidential
announcement of the Employment Review Commission.
Next Steps.
The most important step now is to appoint a Commission
Chairman.
I strongly recommend the appointment of Albert Rees
as Chairman.
Rees has vast experience both as a labor economist
and as a government official. He has excellent judgement and has
long appreciated the need to improve our basic data. His
appointment would be applauded both by labor and management.
The rest of the Committee members could be chosen in consultation
with the Chairman.

Tl\B A

POSSIBLE t,1EMBERS FOR PRESIDENTIAL COH11ISSION ON LABOR STATIS'I'ICS

Possible Chairman
Al Rees
Members with Econometric Skills
Zvi Griliches
Arnold Zellner
Women
Caroline Shaw Bell
Phyllis Wallace
Margaret Hartin
Possible Labor -

Managem~nt

Stanley Ruttenberg
Edgar Fiedler
Members for continuity
Aaron Gordon
Active Labor Economists
Robert Hall
Orley Ashenfelter
Herbert Parnes

Members

.

·'

. ··..

TAB B
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OUTLINE
'•
}~ew Conunfttce to Rcv5.ew the Bureau ' s Series ·

on Employment and Unemployment

.· ..

I.
II .

BACKGROUND.

TERHS OF REFERENCE

A.

CURRENT STATISTICAL SERIES

1.

The Current Population Survey (CPS)
a.
b.
c.

_____d.
2.

Concept
Definition
Hethodo~

Need for additional data or refinements of
present series

Industry Payroll Series
n.
b.
c.
d.

Concep_t;_
Definition
~
Methodo1ozy
Need for additional data or refinements o f
present serie~
..,.._

B.

3.

Occupational Employment Statistics

4.

Lahor Turnover

S.

ES-203, Characteristics of the Insured Unemployed

6.

ES-202

Progr?~

HAJOR HETHODOLOGICAL I SSUES

1.

Seasonal Adjustment

2.

Effect of Census Und erc ount

3.

Standard Tests,of Significance

4

Timelines~

..

and

Freguenc~

..
... .
- 2

C.

D.

,•

OTIIF.R I SSUES

1.

Emplo)~ent/Population

2.

D iffer~nc Trend Behavior in the " 790" and CPS
Employment Series

3.

International ComParisons

Ratio

REPORTING PROCEDURES

.

,

..

'"

..

•

..

..
•.

New

I.

••

•,
Co~nittee

to Review the BureaucG SerieG
---on Employment and Unemployml:E!.

BACKGROUJID
b~s

It

been almost 15 years since the

Bur~au's

employment and

uncmploy"I?cnt series l1ave been reviewed _by an iml?a.rt:f al, outside group

.

of e>.:perts.

The President's Committee to Appraise Employment and

Unemplo)'lllcnt Statistics--the latest sucl1 group, ,,•hich was headed by
Robert Aaron Gordon-issued its report, Measuring Employment and
Unemployment, in September 1962.

In the intervening years,. public

attention to·these economic series has intensified as they have become
t~ghtly

intertwined ~itb economic and social policy decisions and the

allocation of revenue sharing · funds.

Hence--despite tl1e implementation

of most of the recommendations o£ ·the "Gordon Counn:f.ttee" in the intervening years--the Bureau today still faces many problems with the labor
force data which are highlighted in the terms of reference for
another committee to follow up on the work of the. Gordon Committee •

.·

II. TEJU-1S OF REFERENCE

·-

A new Employment Statistics Review Committee should address broad
issues relating.to

* concepts

and definitions underlying current series and
their adequacy to meet current needs;

* the

need f.:•r net.r measures; ·

*.methodology including survey design as vell as the collection and processing of the data;
•

* analytical techniques and presentation; and

* release
..

of output •

.. ..

...•
•.

2

••

Each of these major concerns covers many suhordinate'issucs.
Some detailed aspects that
statistical

A.

~cries

~eed

review nre outlined below. firstp by the

and then by issues not related to a specific

CURRENT STATISTICAL SERIES
1.

The Current Population
a.

·,

Surv~y

serie~.

.

. ..

(CPS)

Concept
The issues associated with this series arc myriad
because the data are used for many puq)oses, and the
current uses are many and varied.

Bence

111

a major

question to be addressed is what are the appropriate
uses of the unemployment measure:

S1wuld it be designed

as an economic measure of the excess supply of labor?

Or, should it be
need?

a ~ocial

welfare measure of economic

Can a single measure be e:>..-pected to meet all

analytical needs?

Are supplementary measures needed?

Row much and what kind of statistically reliable disaggregation of the data are necessary to meet policy·
needs?
b.

Definition
Subordinate to the major conceptual issue are related
. definitional problems including the follo"1ing:

*

Should di~couraged workerG, low wage earners, and
•
part-time workers be included in the count of the
unemployed?

*

Is the term

If so, l10u sl1ouJ d each group be defined?
11

dh;couraecd '\Wrl<er" appropriate and meanCurrently • "cliscourar;co \Jnrl:en;u iG
the tex:m usr.d to cover tho5e \Jotl<cn; '"ho tl1ink tl1cy cannot
ingful tenninology?
t,et:

•~

.1 ob ..

.. .•
•.

',

-· 3

The current. definitlon of unemployment excluder; all
tl1rce

groups--discoura~ed

workers arc classified

aG

not in tl1e labor force; the other t:wo groups are. considerccl

~nployed--but

all three may be facing employ-

ment-rclatcd economic hardship.

*

Should secondary

Yor1~crs

looking for part-time jobsp

have the same weight in the measure of unemployment
as primary earners who arc seeking full-time jobs?

*

Should the Armed Forces be considered in the employed
section of the labor force?

This issue has become

relevant nm>T that the Armed Forces are composed of
volunteers instead of draftees.

*

\-1hat is the appropriate delineation between full-time
and par.t-time

*

~'ork?

35 hours as at present, or less?

Should the age cut-off for t-he official labor force
figures be raised from 16 years to 18 years?

•

c.

·- .

Met1wdologl.
The methodological issue& for'the Current Population
Survey are primarily the responsibility of the Bureau of
the Census.
Committee.

*
*

These problems should be considered by the
n1ey would include:

The undercount
•
nlc discrepancy between the published data and
the rc-intervicw rate •

.•

..

..

•.

4

••
d.

Need for adclit:Jonal data to supple>mcnt_P.resent series
Considcratiori should be given to the need for new o~
expanded data, such as

*

a measure of the extent of economic hardship among the
unemployed:

efforts might be made to determine what

other sources of support are available to the unemployed.

*

intensity of job search:

an effort might be made to

identify among the unemployed those who look seriously
for jobs as distinguished from those who

lool~

only

casually.

*

discouraged workers:

it would bc ·useful to explore the

need for alternative approaches to the measurement of

...

discouraged workers, and the need to obtain additional
infonnation about the group, such as job-seeking
expe_riences and current job and \<iage expectations.

A

closely related subject is the need for more regular
information on the

em~loyroent

status of persons who have

exhausted all their \memployment insurance benefits, and
whether household surveys or administrative statistics are
the more appropriate vehicle for such data .
(Note:

The Committee's investigations into the intensity

of j ob search, and the profile of discouraged vorkers
will be adicd substantially by tHo special surveys ·being
-~

.conducted this year by DLS through the
Survey. )

4a

*

Economic impact of unemployment on family units:

how

much is the lose of earni11gs and hm...- important to the
welfare of the family? .Is there merit in a supplementary
measure "1hich would weight the unemployed by their average
earnings before they lost or left their last job or by
an estimate of their potential earnings (as reflected in
the earnings of equivalent demographic groups among the
employed)?

The resulting index would provide an indication

of \vhat" might be called the "economic" impact of
unemployment.

*
...

sub-employment index:

considerable pressure has been

exerted upon the Bureau to construct an official :i.ndex
of

sub~employment

that \·lOuld aggregate the unemployed,

workers on involuntary part timeJ discouraged Harkers,
and full-time

~.,orkers

\o7hose earnings fall below a

minimum (or poverty) level.

:.I ,

.·'

•4

•.
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Need for additional fuJ"i.l:i.ng

*

The adequacy of funding levels for data collection
by the BLS is a question that_ sh:>uld b2 considered
by the Co:unittce .

For exvmple , the Carrnitt:ce 1night

wish to consider the

cost~b~1efit

implications of a

separate p311el of households that \':ould not b8 used
for the re-.JUlar la.}x)r force data series , but ,_,ould
be large ~1ough (e.g., 25-30 1 000) to produce reliable

substantive data in any given IOC>nth .

---

(This panel

\..Uuld presurra.bly be for exclusive BI.S use , as
distinguis'h~ fran the much srral~er methcx1s test panel

nee:led. by the Census Bureau. )

...

provide a much nure flexible

Such a pa..'1el might
instrumP~t

for quickly-

needed data on sensitive J:X)licy issues , l::ccause of
its separation from the ongoing data series .
A corollary issue is \vhether the BI..S has su£ficient
resources for the analysis of its labor force and

related data . .Both the supply of infonration and the

demand

for special studies and analyses are continuing

to increase.

.

.P.t the same tin18 , advances in canputer

technology p2Dnit the application o f ne\v analytical
techniques.

. .

.

"

5 2.

Industry Payroll Series
a.

ConceEI:
'l11C "790n series., which yields employmcntt hours and

earnings data., is .a co~nt 0~ job: and related hours and
ean1ings:

it differs in concept from the CPS series

which is a count of persons,. including so::nc -who may hold
tt~o

jobs.

series is:

The major qu e stion to be addressed for this
"h"'hat is an effective method of reconciling the

employment data to account for differences in concept»
·.

scope, and survey desien
b.

Definition

c.

Het1l0do1og!_
The

11

bet~'een

the "790 11 and the CPS?

790" might benefit from a searching review of

methodologicnl aspects that have recently giveu the Bureau
some concern such as:
how to improve preliminary estimates.

*

how to account adequately for new firms,

*

hotJ to measure response error more adequately.

..

how to speed up collection and processing, and

*
d.

.·

*

hov.' to explain tl1c significance of error estimates
to the public.

Need for additional data or refinements of present series
Expan"sion of the "790" series might include-

- ........... _......

-- . --

~-

-

*

a series on hours and earnings of part-time workerG,

*

a series covering hours and
or supervisory \Jorl•e rs P

e:n~n:ings

of

••
•.

GI

'
~

'It

a series on all employee carn J nr,s bcnchmarte dt
. perhaps, to total '-'aees from the State· uncuJplo}'tncnt
iusura?ce data,
hours and earnines data for the public sector and
expansion of detail by

3.

St~te,

area, and city.

Occupational Employment Statistics
TI1e Bureau's partially-developed progf am to measure
employment by occupation in each State needs to be evaluated
to determine (1) l<:hctl1er it t!:leets current need for

t1H~se

da t <:.

and (2) bow best' to develop national da ta.

--

4.

Labor Turnover
Consideration might be given to expanding this series to
cover (1) nonmanufacturing :tndustries, (2) occu1)a tions and
(3) the reasons for quits.

5.

ES-203, 01aracteristics of the Insured

Unemploye~

A wealth of data is available from the administrative

records of the State UI systems.

Consideration should be:

given to the merit of special surveys .of these data . to determine the c11aracteristics of the insured unemployed and to
compare the results with data from the CPS.
what characteristics
to beneficiaries or

6.

are needed?

Questions are--

Should the survey relate

clainu~nts?

ES-202.Program
•
The UX universe has the capability of

producin~ emplo}~eo t

and wage data by detailed inoustry and county for each quarter

of the year.
"

S.ilnilar information is no\.t be:i.ng tahul.:1ted for

7 the first quarter of each year based on social security
records.

Consideration should be given to the merit of

surveying the universe of ernployerst periodically, to
develop a "total hours" benchmark.
7.

Job vacancies
The Committee might wish to give rene,_,ed consideration
to the need for regular statistics on job vacancies, and
the extent to which such data could and should be made
available by occupation and by area.
that

earlie~

severe
8.

It might be noted

efforts to develop such a program encountered

financia~

conceptual and operating difficulties.

State and local area unemployment nnd employment data
The Committee vlill want to consider carefully
whether it wishes to delve into this subject, andt if so, '
how· extensively.

The subject is so complex, so politically

sensitive, and so .fraught '":tth technical difficulties, that
its investigation could be very time consuming.
it is so important that it can hardly be ignored.

Nevertheless.
The

existence of this program has far-reaching implications
for the basic labor force concepts, the sampling structure,
BLS reporting procedures, and so on.

The interrelationships

between the national household survey statistics, the LAUS
program, and the UI statistics is an area the Committee

may need to explore.

·.

,,

- 7a B.

HAJOR HETHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
1 . · Seasonal Adjustment
Adjusting for seasonal change has

bcco~routine

in

Bureau series, but many different techniques are available.
None is perfect and each yields slightly different results.
The Bu1mu's methods should be evaluated against other
alternatives.

-·---

y'

•'
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NAJOR HETHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
1.· Seasonal Adjustment
Adjust:i.ng for seasonal change has bccor..;! routine in
Bureau series, but many diffe rent techniques are available.
None is perfect and each yields slightly different results.
The Bmmu 's methods should be evaluated against other

-

-----

alternatives.

.....

••
•.
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•'
2.

Effect of Census Vndercount
W1at can be done to correct the effects of the Census
'undcrcount on the CPS?

3.

Standard

T~sts

of Significance

.•·•

'fhc issue here is whether the standard tests of signific3ncc

a re appropriate for interpreting month-to-month changes in
economic time series, such ac employment and unemployment..

'I11e

Committee might consider wl1ether monthc for cyclical· dominance

- -{HCD) and related measures are more useful in this context?
The issue is relevant because if various tmemployment series
are disaggregated into seasonally adjusted» irregular, cyclic~ l;
and seasonal series 11 ··a frequency distribution of month-to-month
changes of the irregular series is similar to that of the
seasonally adjusted series.

·n1is similarity suggests that ~o~~

month-to'-month changes in the seasonally adjusted

..

ser~es

tl1at

are presently identified as " statistically sig~ificane' may be
only irregular movements.not ordinarily of a significant n~ture.
The ax:alysis of month-to-month changes in employment and

.

.

unemployment often requires a judgment as to wl1ether they are
" statistically significant . "
to make such a decision is
of the

chan~e

tl~t~

Up to nou, the only tool used
relationship between the

magnltud ~

and the magnitude of the standard error (or a

••
••

- 9
Jnultipl~ of t1H~ stand<1rd error) for the t'lonth-to-month ch;:m~e.

As sometimes happens, changes that arc vic·v1ed as not slgnific:1ut

in terms of the month-to-month analysis.may, over a period of

se'!7eral JnonthsJ accumulate to a substantial trend movement. · · ·
Question is would ot11er methods for dctcnliining the significance
of month-to-month changes be more useful?
4. ·Timeliness and Frequency
Attention should he given to the adec1uacy of both the •
timeliness and the frequency of the collection of data.
~upplementary
...

. data

on many special groups in the population

are collected and/or published infrequently.

Question

is~

should tlH!se data be collected on different cycles?

..

C.

OTHER ISSUES

1.

Employment/Population Ratio
Some economists--such as Milton Friedman (in 1970) and
tnore recently Geoffrey Moore--;-l1ave called for the Bureau to
base more of its analytds on the behavior of the employmentpopulation ratio, that is,
~opulation

~he

that is employed.

percentage of the working age

TI1is rate is to be distinguished

from · the employment rate, which is the employed as a percentage
of the

lab~r

force • . TI1e difference has become importanc

.

.because of cl1anges in ·the participation rate (labor force as
a percentage of· the population).

,

Friedmatl c::nd Hoore claim

I

••

..

10
that the rise in this- ratio in recent yearc explains

~1y

we

have had high rates of inflation at a time '-1hcn the onci!1ploy· mcnt rate pointed to a slack in the clemand for labor.
.

Dlffering Trend Bel1avior in the "790" and ·CPS Employment

2.

Since the Bureau has
ment--the

CPS

and

11

t~o

Scric~

series of nonagricultural employ-

790"--analytical efforts might be made to

determine '-1hat accounts for the differences in the trends of

.

the t"Wo series.

3.

International Comnarisons

...
The prind.pal issue here is whether tbese international
comparisons of unemployment rates are valid in view of the
differences in the -way the labor market functions

amon~

countries.
D.

REPORTING PROCEDURES

Several issues merit revie'''• incluJing:

*

.*

Are the Commissioner's appearances before . the Joint
Economic Committee a better procedure th3n the press
conference held earlier, or should press briefings be
reneHedZ Is there -a still better way to help keep
Congress and the public informed?
Are the Bureau'~ press releases clear and appropriate
to the needs of the media? Of the research community?
Can the needs of both be met by a sincl~ presentation?

•

r

,

•
- lOa Political pressure

*

Is the Bureau sufficiently insulated fran political
pressures fran rolicym:lking officials within t.he
gov~~2nt

and

the goven1m2nt?

f~\Jm

special interest groups outside

The Co."TTTlittee might want to address

the appropriateness of the Bureau 's locad.on in the
D2pa.rt:m'=>--nt of L300r, although this organizational
arrangemo-.-nt presents no problan at the present time.

----

TAB C
Presidential Announcement of
Employment Review Commission

In recognition of the great importance of reliable and
relevant stutistical informution on employment and unemployment
for economic policy, I plan to appoini a special commission to
review the concepts, methodology and survey techniques that
are presently used to produce these data.

Although we believe

our present data on employment and unemployment to be bused on
sound concepts and statistical methods, periodic review is
necessary to insure that they continue to provide appropriate
ingredients for analysis and policy formulation in our modern,
complex economy.

This commission will consist of a diversified

group of distinguished economists, statisticians, and other
scholars from outside the government, who have expertise in this
ar~a.

The commission will provide the first complete independent,

and impartial review of U. S. employment and unemployment
statistics since the Gordon Committee submitted its report
to President Kennedy in 1962.

I have asked the Economic Policy

Board to work out the necessary detailed plans for implementing
the establishment of this new Presidential Commission.
Commission will be requested to submit its findings and
recommendations by June 1977.
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Economic Condition of the Shoe Industry
1.

The U.S. industry is showing signs of recovery
The most recent indicators are encouraging:

Percent Change Over
Comparable 1975 Period

Indicator

Period -

Domestic Production

January, 1976

+20.8%

Factory Shipments

January, 1976

+25.9%

Production Worker
Employment

February, 1976

+ 9.9%

Retail Sales

Week Ending
March 20, 1976

+31.0%

These specific indicators reflect a fundamental
improvement in the shoe industry's health:
Sales since May 1975 have been higher every
month than the same month the year before
Production for the year should be 20% above
1974 levels, according to production schedules
Capacity is supposed to be pinching according
to U.S. shoe retailers. They have been unable
to quantify it, .but they insist that they cannot
get more shoes from U.S. producers in the short
term.
Earnings are rebounding. For example, the
Brown Group's earnings for the fourth quarter
of fiscal 1975 were up 48 percent, and up
another 142 percent in the first quarter of
fiscal 1976. Craddock-Terry's earnings rose
70 percent according to its latest report.
Morse Shoe's earnings were up .120 percent;
SCOA up 7 8 percent; U.S-.- Shoe~-up 1-'79-"percent ;and Weyenberg up 102 percent.

-~-~- -~

- 2 -

This upturn in the domestic shoe industry is substantiated further by the results of a telephone survey
of fourteen domestic shoe producers. All company
representatives were optimistic, reporting reactivation
of plants, rehiring of furloughed workers, regular overtime work and general increases in production over last
year at this time. They identified the second half
of 1975 as the time at which the decline in their operations reversed itself.
2.

U.S. industry has virtually been holding its own
against imports in the last few years

The import share of the U.S. market has been relatively
stable in the last few years after sharply increasing previously.
The data might indicate that imports and the
domestic industry have carved out relatively stable market
shares in recent years with imports taking about 40% of
total sales (by quantity).

Year

Ratio of Imports to
Consumption (Eairs)

1968

22

1969

26

1970

30

1971

33

1972

36

1973

39

1974

37

1975

40

~
'
~

.

.
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3.

A segment of the industry has becin in long-term
decline, but another segment, account1ng for
~ercent of production, is doing well

(a)
Profits correlate with the size of firms:
the
largest 21 producers (who account for one-half of domestic
output) have averaged operating profits as a percentage
net sales of 7.1% from 1970-74, while the smallest firms
(those producing under 200,000 pairs annually) have
averaged below 2.6% for the same measure.
(b) While there has been an overall decline in the
number of shoe firms, the number of large firms (companies
producing over four million pairs) increased by 31 percent
--befl.,..een 1967-74.
(c) Total footwear employment has fallen 30% since
1968. The fall has been concentrated in the smaller firms
as the large firms have expanded facilities and number of
employees and increased their share of the market.

AN ADJUST:•lE:\T ASS I STA~CE PROGRAM
FOR THE SHOE INDUSTRY

An adjustment assistance program tailored to the
problems of the shoe industry would ~ontain three elements:
(1)
Compensation, training and __ relocation for affect~d
workers.
Tfie Departments of Labor and Commerce, 1n cooperatlon w1th the appropriate authorities in the affected states,
would develop and implement special manpower programs for
shoe workers.
As the initial step, all unemployed shoe
workers would be contacted and informed of their eligibility
for assistance under the Trade Act.
They would be provided
with compensation and special training programs designed to
teach those skills for which employment opportunities have
been identified.
Special consideration would be given to
those shoe workers who, because of advanced age or status
as the secondary income source in a family, are relatively immobile.
For those shoe workers who wish to move to areas of
more promising employment, relocation assistance would be
provided.

(2)
Financial and technical assistance for eligible
firms.
Under the direction of the.Department of Commerce,
direct loans or loan guarantees would be made for the
modernization or conversion of productive facilities and
to provide working capital.
Shoe firms would also receive
technical assistance in those areas relevant to their
operations.
To whatever extent it is possible under the
law, financial assistance to a firm should be accompanied
by technical assistance and these comprehensive packages
should be concentrated among producers displaying potential
for adjustment to foreign competition.
Funding would be
provided largely through Business Development Assistance,
which has a budgetary request of $52 million for FY 1977,
of which $20 million is specifically earmarked for trade
adj us trnent assistance for firms.
(These and other public
funds can be stretched up to five-fold because only 20%
coverage is required on loan guarantees.)
Additional
funding could possibly be provided under Title IX of the
Public Works and Economic Development Act (PWEDA).

- 2 (3) Broad-based efforts to revive and diversify the
economies of affected communities. Such community asslstance would start with the identification of depressed areas
suffering substantial unemployment of shoe workers. Such
areas would be designated as primary candidates for economic
development projects to be designed in cooperation with
the affected communities. These projects would involve
concentrated infrastructure development for both industrial
and community needs to be coordinated with financial and
technical assistance for firms outside the shoe industry
which might wish to start or expand operations in these
targeted areas. Funds and technical expertise could be
provided through Trade Adjustment Assistance for Communities
($15 million requested for FY 1977), Title IX of PWEDA
($35.4 million requested for FY 1977 plus a possible $100
million in interest rate subsidies), the Farmers Home
Administration ($575 million requested for FY 1977 in the
Rural Development Insurance Fund), and the Small Business
Administration ($39.6 million requested .for FY 1977).
The effectiveness of such a broadbased adjustment
assistance program depends on:
(a) the thorough and
imaginative design of each of its elements; (b) the ample
appropriation of eligible funds for development projects
and supplemental budgetary requests for Trade Adjustment
Assistance for firms; and (c) active and imaginative
administration.

.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 12,

1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

~

FROM:

L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN

SUBJECT:

Footwear Import Relief Case

On February 20, 1976, the U.S. International Trade Commission
(USITC) submitted its finding that the domestic footwear industry has
been seriously injured by imports. The USITC finding of injury was
unanimous but the Commissioners differed on whether the relief should
take the form of substantially increasing footwear tariffs (three Commissioners), a tariff rate quota (two Commissioners), or the provision
of adjustment assistance (one Commissioner). The provisions of the
Trade Act of 1974 require that your decision of whether to grant import
relief to the domestic footwear industry be published by April 20.
Under the Trade Act, relief must be granted unless you determine that
the provision of import relief would be contrary to the national economic interest.
The Trade Policy Committee, chaired by Ambassador Dent, has considered at length the is sues posed by this case. A memorandum from
Ambassador Dent outlining the injury to the domestic footwear industry;
describing existing efforts to help the U.S. shoe industry; assessing
the impact of granting relief on U.S. international economic interests;
and seeking to clarify the Administration's commitments, both in general with respect to import-injured industries and specifically in
·
regard to the shoe industry, at the time of the pas sage of the Trade Act
of 1974 is attached at Tab A.
Ambassador Dent's memorandum outlines two options supported by
members of the Trade Policy Committee and two options proposed by
the U.S. footwear industry.
Option 1 would provide adjustment assistance relief for the U.S. footwear industry with no import relief. The President would determine
that provision of import relief is not in the national economic interest
of the United States.

2

Option 2 would provide adjustment assistance relief combined with a
moderate tariff rate quota based on recent trade patterns. A 30 percent tariff surcharge would be assessed against shoe imports in excess
of the quota levels, effectively preventing overall growth in footwear
imports.· Low priced shoes (under $2. 50- -about 45 percent of imports)
would be excluded from the tariff rate quotas. The quotas would be
increased gradually to permit 3 percent a year growth of footwear
imports. The 30 percent tariff over quota rate would be reduced 4 percent a year for the next 5 years whereupon it would expire.
Option 3 would provide a stringent tariff rate quota with a prohibitive
over-quota rate. All footwear would be covered without exception.
This is the proposal of the American Footwear Industries Association.
-~

Option-4 would provide for the negotiation of orderly marketing agreements with five principal supplying countries. If agreements were not
negotiated, quotas having a similar effect would be imposed on or before
July 19, 1976. This is the proposal of the Footwear Union.
A memorandum from Secretaries Kissinger and Simon outlining their
assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of providing import
relief and recommending that relief be limited to a comprehensive program of domestic adjustment assistance is attached at Tab B.
A memorandum from Alan Greenspan outlining his assessment of the
economic effects of import restrictions and recommending that relief
be limited to domestic adjustment assistance is attached at Tab C.
A letter from Secretary Butz describing his concern that restrictions
on footwear imports will result in· retaliation against U.S. agricultural
exports and recommending that relief be limited to adjustment assistance is attached at Tab D.
A memorandum from Brent Scowcroft outlining his views of the perception abroad of a decision to impose import restrictions on shoes and
recommending that relief be limited to adjustment assistance is attached
at Tab E.
A memorandum from Max Friedersdorf listing the congressional correspondence which has been received recommending import relief for
the footwear industry and indicating his support for a tariff rate quota
(Option 2) is attached at Tab F. A breakdown showing the 13 Senators
and Representatives who recommend imposing tariff rate quotas and
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81 Senators and Representatives who supported "an
effective remedy" is also attached at Tab F.

appropriat~

and

Appropriate senior White Rouse ~taff ·were alsC' requested to provide
their comments and recommendations on Ambassador Dent's memorandum. Their recommendations and those of members of the Trade
Policy Committee are listed below.

Decision
Option 1

Provide adjustment assistance relief for the U.S.
footwear industry with no import relief. The
President would determine that provision of import
relief is not in the national economic interest of
the United States.
Supported by: State, Treasury, Council of
Economic Advisers, Agriculture, Justice, National
• Security Council, Domestic Council, OMB.

Option 2

Provide adjustment assistance relief combined with
a moderate tariff rate quota based on recent trade
patterns. A 30 percent tariff surcharge would be
assessed against shoe imports in excess of the
quota levels, effectively preventing overall growth
in footwear imports. Low priced shoes (under
$2. 50--about 45 percent of imports) would be excluded from the tariff rate quotas. The quotas
would be increased gradually to permit 3 percent
a year growth of footwear imports. The 30 percent
tariff over-quota rate would be reduced 4 percent a
year for the next 5 years, whereupon it would expire.
Supported by: Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations, Commerce, Labor, Defense, CIEP,
White House Counsel's Office, Marsh, Friedersdorf.
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Option 3

Provide a stringent tariff rate quota with a prohibitive over-quota rate. All footwear would be
covered without exception.
Supported by: . American Footwear Industries
Association.

Option 4

Provide for the negotiation of orderly marketing
agreements with five principal supplying countries.
If agreements were not negotiated, quotas having
a similar effect would be imposed on or before
July 19, 1976.
Supported by:

The Footwear Union.

-€0UFIDEn':PIAL-
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The world economy has come through a period of severe
recession. During this period we entreated other countries
to join·us in a "Trade Pledge" against crippling mutual
protectionism, and we succeeded. We have now emerged from
that period of recession into one of solid economic
recovery and growth. To impose trade barriers now for
hardship suffered during the recession makes no economic
sense.
Recommendation:
It is our recommendation that the weight of the arguments falls on the side of a special program of domestic
adjustment assistance measures for that segment of the
industry that may now be experiencing import injury. This
is the sound course, that avoids shifting the burden of a
domestic adjustment problem onto a fragile international
economy. We believe that the Congress, the public at large,
and the industry will respond if you explain your decision
candidly and forcefully in terms of the national interest.
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THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM

APR 5 1976

.

SUBJECT:

Footwear Import Relief Case

On February 20, 1976, the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) by unanimous vote found the domestic footwear
industry to be seriously injured by imports. This is the
largest import relief case brought under the Trade Act of
1974, or under previous law. Over 600 plants employing 163,000
workers in 37 states are affected. Over $1.1 billion of imports,
representing 40% of domestic shoe consumption, is involved in
this decision.
Relief can take the form of increased tariffs, a tariffrate quota, or a quota, or the negotiation of orderly marketing
agreements.
Your decision of whether to grant import relief to the
domestic footwear industry must be published by April 20. Under
the Trade Act, relief must be granted unless you determine that
the provision of import relief would be contrary to the national
economic interest.
Adjustment assistance is currently available to workers,
firms and communities from the Departments of Labor and Commerce.
However, in connection with the granting or denial of relief,
you can direct that additional efforts be made to assist this
industry.
Discussion
Several major issues are posed by this case. There is the
danger that a second set of U.S. import restrictions (specialty
steel and then shoes) will undermine our ability to provide
leadership for other countries to resist protectionist pressures.
Restrictions which substantially decreased imports of traditional
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suppliers would also result in an immense compensation bill
being owed or risk foreign retaliation.
Since it is likely
that there would be an increase in domestic consumption as the
U.S. economy recovers from the recession, excessive import
restrictions could result in substantial price increases. This
would be especially serious given the fact that shoes represent
1.5% of the consumer price index.
Equally important, however, is the fact that this case is
a major test of whether the Administration will uphold the commitments made to the Congress in obtaining the Trade Act of 1974. A
general commitment was made that import-injured industries would
receive relief unless this was contrary to the national interest.
This is the basis upon which trade negotiating authority is
granted to the President. Specific commitments, described below,
were-made with respect to how a footwear import relief case would
be dealt with.
There is a clear division between agencies on whether relief
should be granted. State, Treasury, Agriculture and CEA strongly
oppose relief. They suggest that the remedy best suited to the
needs of the shoe industry is increased efforts to deliver adjustment assistance. Commerce, Labor, CIEP and STR strongly recommend
that moderate relief be granted in the form of a tariff-rate quota
(excluding shoes for low income consumers) . This would be designed
to stabilize temporarily the erosion of the domestic industry.
The Department of Defense favors imposition of a tariff-rate quota
if the Administration has given its commitment to provide relief.
a.

Injury to the domestic industry

No agency disputes the existence of injury. This case represents a dramatic example of a·declining U.S. industry whose traditional market is being taken over by imports. During the period
1968 through 1975, there has been a decline in domestic production
from 642-million to 433 million pairs.
Imports have increased
from 181 million to 288 million pairs (an increase in market share
from 22% to 40% of footwear covered by the USITC finding) . During
this period, domestic employment declined by 30%, from 233,000
workers to 163,000 workers, half of the domestic companies have
gone out of business, and approximately one third of the total
·number of plants have closed. The level of unemployment has been
consistently more than twice that of the average for all manufacturing.
The major factor in the erosion of the U.S. producer's share
of the domestic market appears to be the lower cost of labor
\.'<.,';'
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abroad. Another important factor has been consumer demand for a
wide variety of styles and qualities of footwear.
Along with the overall decline in domestic production over
the period 1967 through 1974, there has been a tendency for the
largest firms to increase their total production, while the
medium-sized and smaller firms reduced production substantially
or went out of business.
In 1974, out of a total of 409 firms,
the 21 largest firms accounted for 50% of domestic production.
b.

Efforts to help the shoe industry

Adjustment assistance is available under existing programs.
For workers, it takes the form of a supplement to unemployment
insurance and re-training. For firms and communities, it takes
the form of financial and technical assistance.
Some 22,000
footwear workers have been certified eligible to apply for adjustment assistance to date. A total of 17 footwear firms have been
certified eligible for firm adjustment assistance. Financial and
technical assistance totaling $14 million has been authorized for
seven of these firms.
It is estimated that some $24 million to
$120 million would be required to fund additional firm assistance.
Resources of this magnitude are not currently budgeted for this
program, and there would have to be a decision to increase funding if it were proposed that increased reliance be placed on
adjustment assistance. In addition, a supplemental appropriation
would appear to be necessary.
The advantages of confining action in this case to the continued or intensified use of adjustment assistance are several.
The national economic interest would be served by preserving unimpaired our ability to exercise the moral leadership necessary
to effectively oppose protectionism abroad. There would also be
no risk of sparking either foreign trade restrictions imposed in
response to, or emulating, our own. We would not have to pay
compensat.ion in the form of lowering the import protection of
other United States industries, or risk retaliation against our
exports of agricultural or industrial products. Moreover, we
would not be providing a blanket remedy which helped healthy
firms to improve profits.
Those agencies which argue for a denial of relief point out
that the entire shoe industry cannot be expected to adjust in
any fundamental way, because lower foreign labor costs are a
dominant factor in the continuing erosion of our domestic production.
Therefore relief has consumer costs which may not be
offset by long-term benefits to the domestic industry.

- 4 On the other hand, adjustment assistance is currently
available without any further Presidential action, and would be
regarded (with some cause) as simply the denial of any relief.
In 1971, ~hen the footwear case was last presented to a President
for action, no relief was granted. A public announcement was
made of a comprehensive program of adjustment assistance. The
program had little effect. While one of the USITC Commissioners
recommended the provision of adjustment assistance in the current
report, four Commissioners noted that this was not an effective
remedy in the absence of import relief.
c.

Impact on U.S. International economic interests

Temporary import relief can be fashioned so that there is
no cut-back of imports from recent levels, and can be confined to
stabilizing the growth rate of imports. This will minimize the
adverse trade effects on our major suppliers. The tariff-rate
quota proposed as Option II would have no effect on shoe imports
from the Common Market, little effect on shoes from Spain, and a
limited effect on Brazilian, Korean, and Taiwanese shoe exports.
This would minimize the risk of retaliation against U.S. exports
or demands for compensation. In fact, there has been some assurance
already from the European Community that there would not be retaliation taken or compensation demanded if certain conditions are met.
As noted above, the major impact of granting relief will not
be directly on the patterns of trade, but in the relatively
imponderable area of the atmosphere in which countries abroad
formulate their trade policies. There will be, and have been,
charges that further restrictive action by the United States
would undermine the Rambouillet statement and the OECD trade
pledge, as well as the effectiveness of U.S. leadership against
protectionism.
d.

Administration commitments

To obtain the Trade Act, commitments were made both in general
with respect to import-injured industries, and specifically in
regard to the shoe industry. The price for obtaining from Congress
Presidential authority to lower trade barriers was that import
relief would be provided to u.s. industries injured by the policy
of freer trade. Relief is to be granted unless the national
economic interest dictates to the contrary. Moreover, the general
presumption that relief is to be granted is bolstered by explicit
Administration commitments in the case of shoes that it would be
provided.
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During Congressional consideration of the Trade Act of
1974, Ambassador Eberle and his Deput~ Ambassador Malmgren, were
the Administration representatives who sat in at the mark-up of
this legislation, and coordinated its development for the White
House. When this legislation was nearing a vote in the Senate,
Senator Mcintyre in a letter of December 6th, 1974, expressed
grave concern as to the Trade Act's possible effect on the shoe
industry. To reassure the Senator, Ambassador Eberle on
December 11, 1974, wrote that the Trade Act:
" ... contains provisions which, if passed by
Congress, will allow the Executive Branch to work
out suitable remedies for disruptive imports, remedies
which are appropriate to the particular difficulties
of industries or workers concerned.
--:-. --. it seems to me that the escape clause provisions
are ideally suited for use by the American non-rubber
footwear industry . • . • If such escape clause procedures were undertaken under the new law, priority
attention would be given to the matter, and if the
procedures suggested the need for import relief, you
can be assured that the Administration would move
expeditiously to provide it."
Subsequently, Senator Mcintyre introduced a restrictive
amendment relating to footwear on the floor of the Senate. Senator
Long successfully urged defeat of the Mcintyre Amendment on the
grounds that:
"It is our guess that if the shoe industry would
- seek relief under the terms of this Act, chances are 90 out of
100 that it would get relief."
Against this background, and as opposed to the industry's
currently seeking an interantional footwear agreement called for
in another section of the Trade Act, last summer I recommended
that the industry pursue their grievances in accordance with the
remedies p·rovided under the Trade Act. They did so and received
the unanimous USITC finding that this industry has been seriously
injured by imports.
Another consideration in connection with Administration commitments to Congress is the possible implication that failure to provide any relief for footwear would have on future Administration
sponsored trade legislation. We expect major progress to be made
in the MTN in the nontariff barrier area. This will result in
legislative proposals at the end of the talks. To be successful
in these efforts to expand world trade, the Administrati~~;>.be
~~I~~AL
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responsive to domestic needs and to the views of the Congress.
Neglect of these concerns in the Kennedy Round led to failure
to have the only two nontariff barrier agreements entered into
in that negotiation accepted by the Congress.
Remedy Options
The six USITC Commissioners failed to agree on a remedy.
This fact deprives the Congress of the ability to override your
decision by concurrent resolution, an important factor in the
specialty steel case.
In this case, three Commissioners voted
for substantially increasing footwear tariffs (with the less
expensive shoes bearing a higher rate of duty) phased down over
a period of five years. Two Commissioners voted for a tariff rate
quota, with a high over quota rate phased down over five years,
allocated to supplying countries on the basis of their 1974 share
of United States imports. One Commissioner recommended that
adjustment assistance be provided.
The Trade Policy Committee has the statutory responsibility
for making recommendations to you with respect to import relief
cases. The Committee met on April 1, 1976 and agreed that two
basic options be recommended for your consideration.
In connection
with each option, the President would direct the Secretaries of
Labor and Commerce to give expeditious consideration to petitions
for adjustment assistance.
Option I. Adjustment assistance with no import
relief. The President would determine that provision of import relief is not in the national economic
interest of the United States. This option is strongly
supported by State, Treasury, Agriculture and CEA.
Approve: ________________
Disapprove:

--------

Option II. Adjustment assistance combined with a
moderate tariff quota based on recent trade patterns.
See Annex A. Excluded would be low-priced shoes, to
reduce costs to consumers. Growth would be provided,
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- 7 and the amount of relief would be phased down over
a period of five years. Commerce, Labor, CIEP and
STR strongly favor this option. DOD supports this
option if you determine that the Administration is
committed to giving relief.
Approve:

---------------

Disapprove:

-----------

Also included for your consideration are the proposals of the
industry:
Option III: A stringent tariff rate quota based on
recession levels of imports (1974) with a prohibitive
over-quota rate. See Annex B. All footwear would be
covered, without exception. This is the proposal of
the American Footwear Industries Association. No
agency recommends that you adopt this proposal.
Approve: _____________
-Disapprove:

----------

Option IV. The President would announce on April 20
that he had decided to negotiate orderly marketing
agreements. Agreements would be negotiated with five
principal supplying countries. If agreements were not
negotiated, the President would impose quotas on or
before July 19, 1976, having a similar effect. The
footwear union desires this remedy. No agency
recommends that you adopt this proposal.
Approve: ______________
Disapprove:

-----------

In light of the USITC's various remedy findings, no country
has indicated a willingness to negotiate agreements. Moreover,
the domestic industry, due to its belief that relief would be
delayed and diluted through the negotiation of agreements, has
indicated that it would prefer that a stringent tariff-rate quota
be established.
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While increased tariffs was the remedy adopted by three
of the six USITC Commissioners, this form of relief is not recommended because it would have a severe effect on European exports
to the U~ited States and would be very likely to lead to retaliation
against our trade.
Implementation of decision
· A decision by April 14 would allow sufficient time to conducconsultations with countries affected by the decision prior to its
announcement. When informed of your decision, I will prepare the
appropriate press release, notices to Congress, and Federal Register
notices to implement your decision.
If you choose to grant relief, the necessary proclamation
will be drafted. Relief must be effective within 15 days of your
determination and announcement (not later than April 20) that it
will be provided, unless you direct that orderly marketing agreements be negotiated, in which case the deadline for putting relief
into effect is July 19.
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ANNEX A
FOOTWEAR TARIFF QUOTA
Base Period:

Consistent with the most recent
patterns.

Exclusions:

Footwear under $2.50 in value

Country Allocations:

(1) European Community (EC) and Spain
(2) All other

Value categories:

(1) Under $6.00
(2) $6.00 and over

Over-quota rate:

an additional 30% above existing rates
of duty, phased down by 4% per year.
1st yr.
+30%

2nd yr.
+26%

3rd Yr.
+22%

trade

4th yr.
+18%

·5th yr
+14%

Duration:

5 years

Growth:

3% per year for each category covered.

Explanation The tariff-rate quota has been designed to except
from its coverage the least expensive shoes. Protection for lowpriced footwear would affect consumers the most without sufficient
offsetting benefits for the domestic industry.
Keen competition
under $2.50 should be present to keep lower income consumers
supplied with adequate quantities of footwear at reasonable prices.
(The values given are in terms of foreign export prices. Domestic
consumers would pay between $7.50 and $10.00 for a shoe that has a
foreign export price of $2.50, before freight, insurance, and
distribution costs are added.)
Having excluded the least expensive footwear, the tariffquota would have its greatest adverse effect on traditional
suppliers of leather footwear, the European Community and Spain.
Therefore, allocations have been given specifi~ally to these two
suppliers, to minimize the need for compensation, or risk of
retaliation. The remaining suppliers, lead by Brazil and Korea~
are placed in a basket category, as this is favorable both to
these countries and to consumers, due to the competitive strength
of these producers.

- 2 Using two value categories of footwear covered by the
quota, under $6.00, and $6.00 and above, will help to prevent
footwear prices from climbing rapidly as foreign supply is
restricted relative to demand.
Since a substantial quantity of
shoes must enter under $6.00 to benefit from under-quota tariff
rates, there will be a disinceritive for foreign exporters to
raise prices.
The over quota surcharge rate is set initially at 30%,
(added to existing duties).
It is estimated that a surcharge of
25% would be adequate to preventoverall growth in footwear
imports.
However, as rates vary in effectiveness depending on
the price and type of footwear, a 30% rate has been selected
to provide additional assurance that the surcharge will be
effective. The phase-down of 4% a year will gradually restore
increasing competition to the domestic industry, and avoid a
sudden change between protection and free competition.
A minimum flat rate of growth of 3%/year is provided in case
domestic production does not respond to domestic demand.
Since
growth in consumption has been through increasing imports, it is
important to allow imports to expand at a moderated rate even if
domestic production does not grow at an equal rate. This will
dampen the inflationary impact.
Because the adjustment of this industry, largely to productive
uses outside footwear production, promises to be a slow and difficult process, a full five years of relief (the maximum allowed
under the Trade Act at this time) is recommended.
Review at the end of three years is recommended to determine
whether the quota amounts require modification in light of
domestic demand and the health of the domestic industry. We
should also promise to consult with foreign supplying countries
at any time on specific problems that they may raise about the
impact of the tariff-rate quota.
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A.NNEX B

American Footwear Industries Association
Tariff Rate Quota Recommendation
The tariff quota system should be based on the following
points:
1. ·The level of imports which would be permitted on the
basis of current tariffs should be those which occurred in
calendar year 1974.
2.

The remedy should be in effect for five years.

3. The tariff quota should cover all nonrubber footwear,
except zoris and disposable paper slippers.
4. There should be no scaling down of the over-quota tariff
rate during the five-year period that the remedy is in effect.
5. The over-quota tariff rate should be the maximum permitted under the Trade Act of 1974, namely, 50 percentage points
ad valorem above current rates.
6. No growth should be permitted in the annual under-quota
import levels.
7.
Individual country quotas should be established for at
least the leading fifteen foreign supplying countries, with all
other countries sharing in a "basket" representing the difference
between total 1974 import levels and aggregate imports of the
countries for which individual quotas are established.
8. For purposes of implementation and to avoid an "upgrading"
of imports, there should be a control mechanism using either price
breaks or the TSUS numbers in which imports occurred in 1974, with
a quarterly or semi-annual allocation of the under-quota rate.
9. No additional allocation should be made for "new starters''.
Imports from such countries should utilize the "basket".
10. The present spread between tariff rates in column 1 and
2 should be maintained by adding the over-quota tariff rate to
the levels of column 2.
If it is deemed desirable that annual growth beyond the
first year be provided in the under-quota import levels, this
should be done only as a result of bilateral government-togovernment negotiations.
Growth may be provided as the price

- 2 -

for a foreign government relinquishing its rights to compensation, if any should arise, for the effects of the tariff quota
system. Providing annual growth beyond the first year must be
the only concession made by the U.S. The growth rate permitted
should be related strictly to the growth in the U.S. market
for nonrubber footwear, to be implemented one year after the
growth has occurred.
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THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON
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April 5, 1976

. MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
From:

Ambassador Frederick B.

Subject:

Congressional Consultations and
Mail on Footwear

To assist in your decision on the footwear escape clause
case, I have consulted with a number of Senate and House leaders
on an individual basis to obtain their views.
Three recommended that you do nothing. They were guided
by a combination of basic free trade philosophy and concern
over the international implications.
Three other men recommended that you do as little as
possible. They were motivated by the same combination of
reasons.
On the other hand, 12 men recommended that you take positive action. Included in this group are Chairmen Russell Long
and Al Ullman, Senators Hugh Scott, Bill Brock, McClellan,
Abe Ribicoff, Hathaway, Mcintyre and Representatives Landrum,
Green, Wilbur Mills, and others.
The factors of importance to this group were:
- the unanimous finding of injury from
imports by the USITC.
- Administration commitments to assist
the industry which are recorded in the
Trade Act of 1974's legislative history.
a desire to preserve an element of this
basic industry in the U.S. to avoid total
£~reign dependence.
maintenance and possible expansion of
American jobs.
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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These men also felt that adjustment assistance is not a
viable option in this case, as it has been tried and proven
ineffective. I also pointed out to them that substantial
foreign concern had been expressed to us about taking any
action that might be interpreted as protectionist. This was
generally disregarded by them in the belief that others look
out for their national interests and we must do likewise to
some extent.
None of these men recommend severe action. •It is my
judgment that they would favor a tariff rate quota system
designed in a fashion to blend the interests of U.S. consumers
and footwear products. I believe that Option II which has
been submitted to you would be acceptable to these men.
Mail communication from 28 Senators and 51 Members of
the House has been received urging you to take prompt and
effective action to provide a remedy to limit the flow of
non-rubber footwear imports ... consistent with the unanimous
finding of the USITC with regard to serious injury.
The Congressional override authority regarding a Presidential
decision in this footwear case has been limited due to the lack
of an ITC majority recommendation regarding the remedy to be
adopted. Normally a Congressional override of your decision
would result in the adoption of the majority ITC recommendation.
~~ In this case if you elect not to provide a remedy, an
override resolution might attract strong support because it
would be in effect a vote for American jobs and a U.S. industry
without the burden of imposing restrictive measures. Normally
the agriculturally oriented members could be counted on to
oppose any override that might react unfavorably on agricultural exports, but that would not be the case in this instance.

If you elect to announce a decision favoring adjustment
assistance, a negative Congressional reaction might be avoided
by meeting with concerned members of the House and Senate to
explain the circumstances upon which your decision was based.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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April 7, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
SUBJECT:

Your Decision on the Shoe Escape Clause Case

Your decision on this escape clause case, affecting
$1.1 billion of shoe imports, is a critically important
one, in which many factors must be weighed.
After thorough reflection, our firm conclusion is
that the soundest decision would be to provide a comprehensive, specially organized program of adjustment
assistance relief for this industry.
This course of action has advantages, and costs.
Its central advantages are that it will provide for the
industry the kind of assistance that its apparently ailing
segment can use in order to become economically viable.
In domestic economic terms, this decision is the least
costly for the economy, for the free enterprise system
and for the American consumer.
In international economic
terms it will strengthen our ability to prevent mutually
destructive protectionism in the spirit of your commitments at Rambouillet.
There are a range of other advantages:
- there will be no disruption in our relationships
with our foreign suppliers.
(For several of them,
notably Spain and Italy, our decision to damage
their important shoe exports could be politically
destabilizing. For developing countries like Brazil,
new restrictions would undermine our efforts to
build up an atmosphere of confidence and cooperation.)
- healthy, competitive American firms and workers,
particularly agriculture, would not be forced
to bear foreign retaliation.
- our country would continue to demonstrate critically
necessary leadership away from protectionism toward
open markets, through multilateral trade negotiations.
COWFIDfHi'f'IA:t.-
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- 2 - we would be honoring the OECD Trade Pledge in
which all member OECD governments pledged to
avoid trade restrictions.
- our consumers should not be asked to shoulder
the added inflationary burdens of protection;
shoes account for 1.5 percent of the consumer
price index. The cost of a tariff rate quota
to American consumers could be as high as
$750 million.
There are three main disadvantages or costs involved
in such a position. First, the domestic manufacturers
believe that they have been injured, even though important
indicators of the industry's economic health fail to
demonstrate current import injury. Second, all six of
the International Trade Commissioners found injury, and
only one of them recommended adjustment assistance as the
appropriate remedy.
Third, the industry believes 'it has
a prior commitment, made during consideration of the Trade
Bill. They demand that that commitment be honored by
providing import relief, even though we do not consider
the letters a binding commitment as to the nature of
relief, and the domestic and international economic
situation has changed significantly.
These disadvantages cannot be ignored, but we believe
that they are outweighed by the advantages of the adjustment
assistance option, which is a valid form of relief to this
industry. Even though the Congress does not have the ability
to override your decision in this case, a forceful, candid
explanation of the need for choosing this option in light
of the present changed economic circumstances would prevent
adverse industry and Congressional reaction.
The Economic Condition of the Industry
Our conviction that additional import barriers are the
wrong medicine for this industry results from a review of
its economic prospects.
Shoe industry production has risen rapidly from the
trough caused by the recession.
Indicators of profit and
employment are up. An informal Treasury survey of a random
sample of firms, large and small, in all parts of the
country, did not discover even one whose business is downr·-:~·., ·.··
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This is a two-tier industry.
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representing 50 percent of production, are doing well.
The
most recent quarterly reports of the eight largest firms in
the industry show that all of them had increases in earnings
per share, some of them very large increases.
There is another tier of the industry, consisting of
roughly 175 establishments, that is vulnerable to imports.
This is the sector that may benefit from adjustment
assistance programs.
Our three main conclusions about the economic condition
of the industry are as follows:
- it is showing signs of recovery.
it has virtually been holding its own against
imports in the last few years.
- a segment of the industry has been in long-term
decline, but another segment, accounting for
50 percent of production, has done well.
The factors supporting these conclusions are capsuled
in Attachment 1.
Nature of the Adjustment Assistance Option
We would like to explain briefly the nature of this
adjustment assistance option, because it has been termed
a 11 do nothing 11 option. Even though adjustment assistance
programs are already available, we propose that these
programs and resources, now spread out among at least
three Departments, be mobilized under a single official
whom you designate solely responsible for coordinating,
and applying these various forms of support.
The nature of the programs that could be mobilized in
this effort is explained in Attachment 2, titled "An
Adjustment Assistance Program for the Shoe Industry ...
Adjustment assistance along these lines would make economic
sense for the following reasons:
1.

It would help those who are in bad financial
straits. These are the smaller producers in
the industry whose profits averaged 2.6% of
sales in 1970-74.
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It would not provide -- as would a tariff
rate quota -- for windfall profits to the
more competitive large firms, whose profits
averaged over 7% of sales in 1970-74.

3.

For those firms which it would help, it does
not simply provide for additional profits as
would import relief.
Rather, it would directly
provide investment capital, technical and
managerial consultative services. For shoe
workers it would provide not only compensation
but retraining and relocation for a labor
force which is paid well below the national
average.

4.

It recognizes that the long-term comparative
advantage of the U.S. is not in shoes. The
U.S. should import those shoes which can be
made more cheaply abroad.
Import relief
simply delays an ultimate reallocation of
capital and labor to more profitable sectors.

Conclusion:
Your decision in this case will inevitably be seen in
the light of the specialty steel decision.
A decision to provide tariff rate quota protection to
shoes will be portrayed as a major step by our country toward
a protectionist trade policy.
On the other hand, a decision to provide a special
program of adjustment assistance relief to help this industry
adapt to competition will be seen as an affirmation of our
fundamental freer trade policies. Such a decision would be
the best counter-argument to vocal critics of the steel
decision.
There will always be an element in our economy that will
seek protection from competition through "stable" markets
and "orderly" growth of trade. These are thin disguises for
old-fashioned protectionism, coupled with a penchant for
cartelization.
If government will let them, these elements
will always attempt to reduce the risks inherent in a
competitive system.
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COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
WASHINGTON

April 7, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

Decision on the Shoe Escape Clause Case

I reconuncnd that in this case relief to the industry
be given through domestic adjustment assistance measures.
I have come to this conclusion for the follovling
reason:
The economic case is almost a prototype of one for
which adjustment assistance programs v1ere designed.
The
industry has a number of efficient firms that are highly
competitive and that have been able to show a favorable longerrun profit picture. The remainder of the industry consists of
smaller, less efficient firms which suffer from both foreign
and domestic competition. Under these circumstances, imposition
of tariff quotas or other import restrictions would only serve
to increase the profitability of the already efficient firms
and probably help the lagging part of the industry little.
The cost of such measures would be borne by the u.s. consumer.
The economic recovery has taken considerable pressure
off the domestic industry as a whole.
Production and employment
are rising strongly and earnings are rebounding.
There are
indications that in certain areas capacity constraints are
appearing. Therefore, the assistance sought by the industry
appears to be partly in reaction to the past recession and
partly in reaction to structural problems of the smaller firms.
This is the classical case calling for adjustment assistance
rather than fo;!; import re~tra~~ts.
The domestic effects of import restrictions would be
to add to inflationary pressures on consumers. Consumers at
the lower income range would be particularly affected. Such
inflationary pressures would come at a time when wage
negotiations crucial to the maintenance of a stable recovery
path are being concluded.
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-2These adverse domestic effects would be compounded
by adverse international effects. Foreign suppliers, mainly
in Spain, Italy and some Asian countries would find their
economies profoundly affected. And because of the importance
of thi shoe industry in these economies, possible political
destablizing events would follow.
In addition, a decision
imposing restrictions vmuld be a notable departure from the
leadership you took in obtaining commitments from your
counterparts at Rambouillet to avoid mutually destructive
protectionist measures. Finally, restrictive measures would
entitle other countries to take retaliatory measures which
would be harmful to competitive sectors of our economy.
The total likely effect of import restraints would
amount to a considerable net cost to our economy, without any
real assurance of substantial benefits to the weak part of
the shoe industry.
It is for this reason that I recommend
the adjustment assistance optio:. ~)-
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DEPARTt-.1ENT OF AGRICULTURE
':

OFFICE OF THE SECRETAF?Y

WASHINGTON. D. C.20250

The Presid.ent
The White House
Dear Nr. President:
Your decision on the footHear escape clause case affecting $1.1 billion
of shoe impoi:ts is of critical importance to the U.S. agricultural sector. Ambassador Dent is sending you reconrrnendations which contain tHo
basic options, adjustment assistance or a tariff rate quota system.
Secretary Simon and Secretary Kissinger are writing you to urge that
you choose the adjustment assistance option. I want to join them in
this recom.-nendation because adjustment assistance makes better sense
economically and the alternative Hould have serious and perhaps permanent adverse effects on U.S. agricultural exports. If we raise the
ba·rriers on foot>ve.ar imports, we lay ourselves open to retaliation or
demands for compensation. Our agricultural exports are the most vulnerable to this, and it will be agriculture which pays the bill for
relief for the-shoe industry.
Our agricultural exports \vill earn close to $22 billion in foreign
exchange this year, $13 billion more than just five years ago. Tt1is
enormous growth is the result of our free trade and full production
policies. Any increase in barriers to our exports will reduce our
foreign exchange earnings and adversely affect our balance of payments.
It will also serve as a disincentive to farmers which will cause production cutbacks and higher prices to our consumers.
The average number of workers employed in the production on non-rubber
footwear in the first nine months of 1975 w-as 139,000. At the same
time 1. 2 million people were >vorking full time in farm export related
jobs. If all of the foot\vear \vorkers are adversely affected by $1.1
billion in foot>vear imports and would be helped by import restraints,
then it is fair to say that 60,000 Harkers in the agricultural sector
could be adversely affected by retaliation on that $1.1 billion.
If restrictions are placed on footwear, we stand to lose some of our
most valuable trade concessions. In the case of the European Community
and Spain alone, this would adversely affect up to $2 billion in soybean and corn exports. This is only the tip of the iceberg because
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The President
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there is an almost perfect fit between shoe exporting countries and
our major agricultural markets overseas. Although relief for the shoe
industry ''auld only be temporary, much of our potential loss of agricultural markets would be permanent.
Secretary Simon and Secretary Kissinger point out that adjustment
assistance is a viable option both in tenns of relief and available
funding and that conditions in the shoe industry have changed radically
since the Section 201 petition was filed. The 21 major firms in the
industry which account for over half of U.S. production are earning
profits on net sales of 7.1 percent which amounts to about a 21 percent
return on capital investment. Domestic production, factory shipments
and employment in these firms have increased substantially over the
past year and retail sales of domestically produced shoes were 31 percent higher this Harch than in Harch 1975. The smaller firms in the
industry are in trouble but adjustment assistance can provide the relief
needed·----There is much to be said on the other side of this case and this is
discussed at length in Ambassador Dent's recoamendations. This is a
very difficult decision, but once again, I strongly urge you to give
serious consideration to the adjustment assistance option.
Sincerely,

~~.d
Ea.ri :G •. l3utz
Secretary
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April 12, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

Footwear Irnport Relief Case

From a foreign policy point of view, the footwear import relief
case involves issues both of perception and of substance.
Perception
A very large number of cases have been submitted to the ITC
and the Treasury under the Trade Act of 1974. The footwear case~
involving roughly $1. 1 billion of imports, is the second most significant
.in trade value. There are eight other escape clause cases, totaling
roughly $700 million. There are also 30 anti-dumping actions pending,
including autos (import value $7. 5 billion in 1974) and roughly 20
countervailing duty cases.
Your earlier decision on import rest:dctions for specialty steel and
the possibility of new restrictio::Ls in a number of the above cases have
-J_ed 1nany of our trading partners to be gravely concerned that the
United States may be turning protectionist. The main argmnent we
have used in refuting' this charge is that, while many American industries
have made clailns for protection, the Administration has resisted protectionist pressures. A decision to grant ilnport relief in this case,
following closely the specialty steel decision and coming before possible
dumping decisions on autos and other items of significant trade hnportance,
would be used ":Jy Europeans, Brazilians and others as evidence that the
Administration too had "gone protectionist. 11
The perception of a US nl.ove towards protectionism is likely to have two
results: retaliation (perhaps against US agricultural' exports) and
enl.ulation. The economic situation in a number of European nations
facing high and in some cases growing unemployment and large trade
deficits--is substantially worse than it is in the US. Several months
ago we put heavy pressure on Britain not to succumb to severe protectionist pressure from labor. The British governrnent resisted such
pressures. If the UK now perceives an American move toward
·-::·>.
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- 2 protectionism, it may be unable to resist strong pressures to impose
restrictions. In Italy the case is shnilar. Italian labor would point
to Am~erican protectionism as an excuse for Italy to erect protectionist
measures to reduce its unemployment. The Italian problem is further
complicated by the fact that Italy is the largest exporter of shoes to the
US ($320 million last year), and the Com~munists would seize on any
US import action against shoes- -however liberal- -to argue that the US
was harming Italy during a time of economic crisis. Economic pressures
for protectionis1n exist in France and Spain as well.
The risk, therefore,· is that a decision to ilnpose irnport restrictions on
shoes could trigger a rush to new import barriers by other countries.
This in turn would harm US exports, provoke political acrim.ony,
jeopardize the n~ultilateral trade negotiations, and set back the collective
recovery efforts of the industrialized world. In Brazil, Korea, and
Taiwan we can expect a similarly negative reaction. I therefore strongly
favQ.i- Option I- -adjustment assistance with no ilnport relief.
Substantive Issues
If you decide to ilnpose import restrictions in addition to adjustment
assistance, a very liberal tariff quota is clearly the most desirable.
The quota sche1ne should avoid penali~ing such traditional suppliers
as Italy and Spain by not cutting their import levels below 1973. It
should enable other suppliers such as Brazil, Korea and Taiwan to
expand exports at close to traditional rates of increase.
-------

In this respect, Fred Dent 1 s Option II, while preferable to Options III
and IV, is too restrictive and would be unduly harmful to foreign export
interests. I believe it should be improved to establish the base year as
1973--the last year of economic growth in the US--with adjustments for
countries whose exports were abnormally low in that year. The industry
wants 1974 as the base year, but 1974 was a recession period and shoe
imports were abnormally low (266 million pairs). To use it as a base
for import restrictions for 1976, 1977 and 1978, during which substantial US GNP growth is anticipated, we> uld unfairly lilnit in~ports,
to the detriment of US consmners and foreign exporters alike. Using
1975 as a base (288 million pairs) would lead to similar but lesser
distortions. Taking 1973, with some adjustments, as a base (308 million
pairs) \vould provide less relief to the US industrys but would be
justifiable as the last year roughly comparable to 1976 and 1977. It
would also be more consistent with foreign and consumer interests. I
would also suggest a higher than 3% growth factor in the quotas.
I therefore recon~n~end that if you choose a tariff quota scheme it~-~-~-;-,
more liberal than Option II.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 8, 1976
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN

FROM:

MAX FRIEDERSDORF

SUBJECT:

Foohvear Import Relief Case
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I recorn1nend Option II. The President has received Congressional
correspondence fro1n the following reconnnending import relief for the
footwear industry:
HOUSE
Addabbo
Anderson, Glenn
Badillo
Beard, Robin
Bedell
Boland
Breckinridge
Burke
Clay
Cleveland
Cohen
Conte
D'Amours
Daniel, Dan
Delaney
Dent
Eilberg
Emery
Eshleman
Evins
Flood
Hammerschmidt
Hanley
Harrington
Heckler, Ken
Heckler, :Margaret
Hefner
Helstoski

Henderson
Hungate
!chord
Jones, Ed
Jones, James
Koch
Lehman
McHugh
McKinney
Macdonald
Mann
Matsunaga
Miller, Clarence
Mitchell, Parrin
Moaldey
Murphy, John
Pepper
Preyer
Price
Randall
Rodino
Roe
Roybal
St. Germain
Santini
Sara sin
Sclmeebeli
Shipley

Shuster
Staggers
Stephens
Stuckey
Studds
Sullivan
Taylor, Gene
Taylor, Roy
Tsongas
Wolff
Yab·on
Zef eretti

SENATE
Ribicoff
Allen
Baker
Bayh
Beall
Brock
Brooke
Bumpers
Eagleton
Eastland
Hathaway
Helms
Hollings
..r;.-·F-o/?~
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Jackson
Kennedy
McClellan
Mcintyre
Mathias
Morgan
Muskie
Nelson
Pastore
Fell
Randolph
Ribicoff
Schweiker
Scott, H.
Sparkman
Stevens
Stone
Symington
Runney
Vfeicker

~-,~

cc:

Jack Marsh
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NAME
EVINS, J. L
PAS'fORE, J. 0.
HECHLER, KEN
HAMMERSCHMIDT, JOHN PAUL
ST GERMAIN, FERNAND J.
ROYBliL, EDWARD R
SANTINI, JAMES D
BURKE, JAMES A
CONTE, SILVIO 0
ALLEN, JAMES B
MACDONALD, TORBERT H
JONES, ED
SHUSTER, BUD
MILLER, CLARENCE E
SPARKI1AN I JOHN
PREYER, RICHARDSON
DANIEL, DAN
MATSUNAGA, SPARK
PEPPER, CLAUDE
MITCHELL, PARREN J
DELANEY, JAMES J
BURKE, JAMES A
ADDABBO, JOSEPH P
STUDDS, GERRY E
BADILLO, HERHAN
ROE, ROBERT A
D'AHOURS, NORMAN E
TSONGAS, PAUL E
RODINO, PETER \'V, J.R
DENT, JOHN H
BEDELL, BERKLEY
PRICE, MELVIN
CLAY, WILLIAM (BILL)
ZEFERERRI, LEO C
EILBERG, JOSHUA
KOCH, EDWARD I
JONES, JAMES R
BOLAND I EDWARD p
HANLEY I JAMES !~
MOAKLEY, J JOSEPH
SARASIN, RONALD A
COHEN, WILLIM1 S
EMERY, DAVID
YATRON, GUS
MCKINNEY, STEWART
MCHUGH, 1-1ATTHEH
HECKLER, MARGARET M.
CLEVELAND, JAMES C
SHIPLEY, GEORGE, E
HEFNER, W G (BILL)
SCHNEEBELI, HERMAN T

IMPOSE
TAIUFF RATE
QUOTAS

APPROPRI2\TE &
EFFECTIVE REMEDY

NO TARIFF
RATE QUOT.i\

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

:

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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N..i\ME
TAYLOR, GENE
WOLFF, LESTER L
SULLIVAN, LEONOR K
ANDERSON, GLENN M
LEHMAN, WILLIAM
MANN, JA1-1ES R
TAYLOR, ROY A
HELSTOSKI, HENRY
FLOOD, DANIEL J
MURPHY, JOHN l'1
STUCKEY, W S (BILL)
STAGGERS, HARLEY
ICHORD, RICHARD H
HARRINGTON, MICHAEL J
TAYLOR, GENE
MUSKIE, EDMUND S
SCOTT, HUGH
BROCK, BILL
KENNEDY, EDWARD M.
MCINTYRE, THOJ.1AS J
SCHWEIKER, RICHARD S
DURKIN, JOHN A
EAGLETON, TH0~1AS F
SYMINGTON, STUART
MCC MATHIAS, CHARLES JR
PELL, CLAIBORNE
BAKER, HOlvARD
BEALL, J GLENN
BROOKE, EDivARD W
WEICKER, LOWELL JR
BAYH, BIRCH
HATHAWAY, WILLIA..M D
JACKSON, HENRY M
BUMPERS, DALE
MCCLELLAN, JOHN L
NELSON, GAYLORD
MORGAN, ROBERT
STEVENS, TED
HELNS, JESSE
HOLLINGS, ERNRST F
STONE, DICK
EASTLAND, JM1ES 0
RANDOLPH, JENNINGS

IMPOSE
TARIFF RATE
QUOTAS

APPROPRIATE &
EFFECTIVE REHEDY
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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NO TARIFF
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INDUSTRY HIGHLIGHTS
CONSTRUCTION: PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION DECLINE
OFFSETS PRIVATE SECTOR GAINS
Background:

CURRENT

o

Value of new construction put in place peaked at
$136 billion in 1973, dropped to $135.5 billion in
1974 and to $130.8 in 1975.

o

Census reporting technique for construction statistics
was changed as of January 1976, therefore 1976 monthly
figures cannot be compared to year-earlier figures until
comparability formula is established.

o

February seasonally adjusted data ($98.1 billion) indicate 1 percent gain over January ($97.0 billion) for
new private construction, 8 percent decline for new
public construction, and decline of 1 percent for all
(private and public) construction ($134.3 billion to
$132.5 billion).
(See chart in Business Indicators.)

o

New private construction is likely to continue upward
in coming months reflecting recent upswing in housing
starts and growing importance of residential additions
and alterations.
(Latter category accounted for 24
percent of all residential construction last year
compared with 13 percent in 1972-73 boom years, and
annual average of 19 percent for 1960-69 period.)

o

Despite depressed activity in multi-family housing and
hotel and mqtel construction, new residential construction contributed 37 percent to February volume of new
construction put in place. This was about equal to
annual average for 1960-69, but below the 42 percent
for 1973 and 44 percent for 1972.
MOBILE HOMES:

FEBRUARY SHIPMENTS SHOW MARKED RISE

o

February mobile home shipments rose to 18,890 units,
31 percent over February 1975. This was third straight
month in which shipments rose from year earlier.

o

Shipments in first two months 1976 totaled almost
8,300 more than those of January-February 1975.

o

On seasonally adjusted basis, February shipments were
at the rate of 287,000 units annually, highest since
August 1974.

o

Mobile home shipment totals for 1975 have been revised
from 215,920 to 212,690 units. Revised percentage
shipment decline in 1975 from 1974 was 35 percent.
1-1
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STEEL MILL PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY SHIPMENTS DROP
SLIGHTLY: INVENTORIES RISE
Domestic:
o

Shipments of steel mill products dropped 5.6 percent
in February to 6,840,000 tons from recent peak of
7,246,000 tons shipped in January and 2 percent from
the 6,978,000 tons shipped in February 1975.
(See
chart in Business Indicators.)

o

Raw steel production continued to rise in March,
averaging 2,527,000 tons weekly, up 6.5 percent from
the' 2,372,000 tons weekly average produced in February.

0

Through week ended March 27, raw steel production in
1976 amounted to 29,415,000 tons, some 11 percent
below the 33,154,000 tons produced in comparable
1975 period.

0

Inventories of producing mills rose in February to
16,800,000 tons compared to 16,400,000 on hand
January 31, 1976.

0

Steel mill shapes in the hands of consumers at the end
of February dropped slightly to 10,400,000 tons from
the revised 10,600,000 tons on hand as of January 31,
1976.

0

Inventories on hand at steel service centers at the
end of January (latest monthly data available) remained
at the revised 6,700,000 tons reported on December 31,
1975.
Foreign:

0

Steel mill product exports rebounded to 177,000 tons
in February, 1976, 18 percent above low of 150,000 tons
in January. February 1976 exports, however, were 31
percent below tonnage exported in February, 1975.

0

U.S. imports of steel mill products dropped 4 percent
in February to 966,000 tons from 1,007,000 tons in
January, the second monthly drop since the 1,153,000
tons imported in December 1975.

0

Imports in February, 1976 were 19 percent below the
1,192,000 tons imported in February 1975.

1-2
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AUTOMOBILES: MARCH DOMESTIC SALES 50 PERCENT
OVER YEAR AGO
o

Domestic-make automobile dealers delivered 815,477 cars
in March 1976, 60 percent above 523,380 units delivered
in March 1975.

o

In final 10 days of March, domestic auto sales rose
69 percent over same 1975 period.

o

One extra selling day in March 1976 than in March 1975,
plus conclusion of more sales incentive contests contributed to surge in sales.
Domestic sales strength continued in mid-size, compacts
and full-size models; sub-compacts continued below
expectations.

0

o

Import sales fell 13 percent to 131,000 units from
145,000 last March. Import sales amounted to 13 to
14 percent of total domestic sales; this compares to
around 20 percent a year ago.
FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT:

ORDERS DOWN; SHIPMENTS STRONG

0

New orders for foundry equipment amounted to $17.3
million in January 1976, a 37 percent decline from
December 1975. Most of decline was in domestic orders,
with foreign orders dropping to $1.3 million from $1.8
million in December 1975.

0

Shipments of foundry equipment continued strong in
January, amounting to $31.8 million, about equal to
December 1975.

o

Manufacturers expect that new orders received during
first half of 1976 will remain 30-40 percent below
1975 levels.
POWER TRANSMISSION:

GEAR BOOKINGS AND SHIPMENTS UP

0

Gear bookings increased 10 percent in January 1976 to
an index of 169 (1967 = 100) following a 16 percent .
increase to 153 in December 1975. Due to the recession,
monthly average index in 1975 dropped to 143 from 175
in 1974.

0

Gear shipments index in January 1976 increased 13 percent
to 174, from about 154 in December 1975. The monthly
average shipments index in 1975 reached 146, up from
120 in 1974.
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0

This shipments and orders picture indicates increasing
demand for capital equipment.
PLASTIC:

PRODUCTION CONTINUES IMPROVING

0

Preliminary figures for F~bruary 1976 show an improvement over January in production of the major volume
plastic materials, continuing the trend started early
in 1975, according to Society of the Plastic~Industry.

0

Production in February 1976 amounted to 1.6
pounds, a 4.8 percent increase over January
However, sales declined by 3.4 percent from
pounds in January to 1.51 billion pounds in
1976.

0

Production in February 1976 was 66 percent greater than
in February 1975; sales were 59 percent higher than
year ago.

0

Production in January and February 1976 was about 3
percent below the high reached in the comparable
months in 1974; sales were 8 percent lower than
comparable 1974 period.

0

Industry sources indicate that as the year progresses
business should improve further and that by December
1976 the high levels of 1974, a top year for sales,
will be approached.
FIBRE BOXES:

billion
1976.
1.56 billion
February

SHIPMENTS STRONG

° Fibre box shipments through mid-March 1976 rose 21
percent over comparable 1975 period. Western region
shipments were up 25 percent, while Eastern and
Central region shipments rose 20 percent.
0

Increased box output resulted in 19 percent increase
in containerboard consumption compared to same 1975
period. Containerboard inventories are at 7 weeks
supply, down slightly from January.

0

Overall March price was up 1 percent from same month
in 1975. Western and Central area prices were up
0.9 percent and 0.4 percen~ respectively, while
Eastern area price was down 0.1 percent. End of
February price was $28.70 per thousand square feet.
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REPLACEMENT AUTOMOTIVE BATTERIES:
LEAD SHIPMENTS

DEMAND SPURS

0

Shipments of replacement automotive batteries in
February totaled 3,452,520 units a seasonal decline
of 19.4 percent from January but 37.9 percent over
February 1975.

o

Cumulative total for first two months of 1976 amounted
to 7,734,668 unit~ 44 percent over the similar year-ago
period.

o

Since replacement batteries approximate 75 to 80 percent
of total battery shipments, the increase in demand should
have.a favorable effect on demand for lead. In 1975,
the storage battery industry was a major end-user of
lead, consuming 575,200 tons or 53 percent of total lead
consumed.

0

Increased demand for lead thus far in 1976 was instruin a 2 cents per pound advance in lead prices
during month of March.

me~

RETAIL SALES:

SLOWER PACE

0

Retail sales in first quarter of 1976 were substantially
above first quarter 1975 (See Business Conditions Report
March 19, 1976). Sales through the week ending March 27,
1976 were 13 percent over year earlier figures.

o

In 1975 retail sales advanced at a rate of approximately
9 percent.

o

Although sales for the 4-week period ended March 27 are
13 percent ahead of comparable year-ago period, increase
is concentrated primarily in automotive group, with
sales 35 percent above year-ago. By contrast, nonautomotive sales are ahead only 9 percent (latest 4
weeks):
Several major merchandise categories that accounted
for 46 percent of sales in 1976, are ahead by much
less than last year's 9-10 percent increase.
The general merchandise group, including the bellwether department store category, and gasoline
service stations are ahead by 6 percent.

0

Although two merchandise groups (furniture and home
furnishings stores; and building materials, hardware
dealers) show year-to-date gains of 14 and 16 percent,
respectivel~ they accounted for only 10 percent of
total sales in 1975.
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BUSINESS INDICATORS
LABOR FORCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
Household Data
(Seasonally Adjusted)
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UNEMPLOYMENT- SELECTED INDUSTRIES
Household Data

(Seasonally Adjusted)
Thousands
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WEEKLY HOURS AND EARNINGS
(Seasonally Adjusted)
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MANUFACTURERS' EXPORT SALES AND
ORDERS OF DURABLE GOODS
(Excluding Motor Vehicles and Parts)
(Seasonally Adjusted)
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1976

NEW CONSTRUCTION
(Seasonally Adjusted)
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STEEL MILL PRODUCTS
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ENERGY
ENERGY RELATED -- WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES

Crude petroleum price rises marginally; coal and
petroleum products prices decline.
(See chart in Price
Indicators.)
RUBBER INDUSTRY:

CURRENT

HIGHER ENERGY COSTS

0

In 1971, rubber and rubber products industries used
$158 million worth of purchased energy to manufacture
and process 2.7 billion pounds of rubber.

0

In 1975, energy costs were estimated at $400 million to
manufacture and process 2.4 billion pounds of rubber.

0

The industry is expected to manufacture and process over
3 billion pounds of rubber in 1976, with energy costs
estimated at $500 million.

0

One major company estimates that 1980 energy costs to
process over 4 billion pounds of rubber will exceed
$1 billion annually despite efforts to improve energy
efficiency and conserve energy.

0

Energy costs reportedly will average about 24¢ per
pound in 1980, compared to 6¢ per pound in 1971,
17¢ per pound in 1975, and about 17¢ per pound
expected in 1976.
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SUPPLY
CHEMICAL RAW MATERIALS:

CURRENT

MONSANTO - CONOCO JOINT VENTURE

0

Petrochemical companies face acute raw materials supply
problems because of decreasing U.S. natural gas
production and control of petroleum-based petrochemical
feedstocks by petroleum companies. Some chemical
companies have sought to insure feedstock supplies
through purchase of petroleum operations or through
participation in joint ventures with petroleum companies ( See Business Conditions Report, April 2,
1976).

0

Petroleum companies meanwhile are placing increased
emphasis on petrochemical production. Chemical sales,
largely petrochemical products, now represent 5-10
percent of total sales of petroleum companies.

0

Monsanto, the third-largest U.S. chemical firm with
sales in excess of $3 billion, and Continental Oil
Company (Conoco), a major domestic petroleum refiner,
have announced a joint venture for the manufacture of
ethylene and related petroleum-based chemicals.
Monsanto will dedicate to the joint venture its large
petrochemical unit at Chocolate Bayou in Texas.

0

The Monsanto Chocolate Bayou unit was designed to use
heavy petrochemical feedstocks normally obtained from
petroleum refining operations. Ethylene capacity will
be expanded from present 650 million pounds to 1.5
billion pounds per year by 1980.

0

Total U.S. production of ethylene now approximates
24 billion pounds per year.
SILVER:

U.S. PHOTO FILM MANUFACTURERS
REDUCE CONSUMPTION

0

The use of silver in coating sensitized photographic
film, largest single end-use of silver in the U.S.,.
has accounted for approximately one-quarter of domestic
silver consumption. Use of silver for that purpose
increased an average of 4.4 percent annually in 1968-73.

o

The price of silver rose sharply after 1973. Average
1975 price was $4.42 per ounce, compared with $2.56
per ounce in 1973, an increase of 73 percent.
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CURRENT

0

The photographic industry reduced its new silver
consumption to 46.1 million ounces in 1975 from 49.6
million ounces in 1974, a saving of over 7 percent.

o

Saving was attributed to miniaturization of film,
reduction of the amount of silver coating per unit
area, new technology in silver halide coatings, and
more extensive silver recovery following film
processing.
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LABOR
WAGES:
CURRENT

ALL-INDUSTRIES HEDIAN WAGE INCREASES TO DATE

0

The all-industries median first-year wage increases
negotiated to date in 1976 is 40 cents per hour, 5.4
cents below a year ago, according to the Bureau of
National Affairs, Inc.

0

Excluding construction, all-industries median is
39.9 cents an hour, 5.4 cents below a year ago.

0

The 1976 manufacturing median is 37.9 cents, down
8.9 cents, and the nonmanufacturing median excluding
cqnstruction is 41.5 cents, down 3.2 cents.

0

The construction median increase is 60 cents.
SETTLEMENTS:

CURRENT

0

DETAILS OF RECENT CONTRACTS

Significant recent settlements include:
Buffalo Forge Company and the United Steelworkers
Buffalo, Cheektowaga and North Tonawanda, New York
1,000 employees
Two-and-a-half year contract calls for increases
of 62 cents an hour on March 15, 1975, 40 cents
on March 7, 1977, and 45 cents on March 7, 1978.
In addition an uncapped cost-of-living clause
calls for adjustments on May 1, 1978, of one cent
for each 0.4 point rise in the CPI. Hourly rates
under the old contract were approximately $5.03.
Jewelry Manufacturers Association and the
Jewelry Workers
New York City area
2,700 employees
Three-year agreement calls for increases of 40
cents an hour on March 1, 1976, and 35 cents on
March 1, 1977 and 1978. Hourly rates under the
old contract were approximately $5.65.
Johnathan Logan, Inc. and the Ladies Garment
Workers' Union
Ten States
7,500 employees
39-month master contract provides for increases
of 5 percent retroactive to March 1, 1976, 5
percent on July 5, 1976, 7 percent on June 6, 1977,
and 6 percent on June 5, 1978. Hourly rates under
the old contract were approximately $2.65.
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STRIKES
(Source:

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service)

o

During week ending March 31, approximately 56,400
employees were involved in 260 ~mrl: stoppages
ti;.roughout the United States.

0

10 of the stoppages \:ere in major a.:::.d/or sig.:::.ifica:-:t
category 'ivhere 1, 000 or more employees were in the
bargaining unit.

o

During approximately same year-ago period, there
were 219 work stoppages in effect, involving 68,420
employees. Twelve of the stoppages were in the major
an~/or significant category.

(Source:
o

HEW A~m SETTLED MAJOR STRIKES
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service)

New:
Foundries (Pacific Coast Conference--150 Co.'s)
Seattle, Washington
3,000 employees; began 3/29/76
City of San Francisco and the Craft Unions
San Francisco, California
1,900 employees; began 3/31/76
National Broadcasting Co. and NABET
iJationwide
1,700 employees; began 3/31/76
Wagner Electric Corp. and the IUE
St. Louis, Missouri
1,800 employees; began 4/2/76

0

Settled:
Nevada Resort Association and the Musicians
and Culinary Workers
Las Vegas, Nevada
15,000 employees
Musicians -- 3/10/76 through 3/31/76
Culinary Workers -- 3/10/76 through 3/27/76
Maryland Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. (Fruehauf
Trailer Co.) and IUMSWA
Fairfield, Maryland
2,100 employees; 11/14/75 through 4/4/76
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Ingersoll-Rand Company and the IUE
Painted Post, New York
1,750 employees; 3/16/76 through 4/4/76
0

Tentative Agreement:
National Master Freight Agreement and
the Teamsters
Nationwide
Approximately 400,000; stoppage began 4/1/76,
Tentative agreement reached 4/3/76
LOW-LEVEL JOBS:

LABOR SHORTAGE FORESEEN

0

"Substantial reductions" in the number of workers
available for lower level jobs can be expected in
the next decade, according to the Research Center
for the National Planning Association.

0

Traditional labor sources reportedly have dried up
for such jobs as farm and nonfarm laborers, domestic
workers, and personal service employees.
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PRICES
FERROUS SCRAP:
0

Published prices for No. 1 heavy melting scrap advanced
sharply in March. The bellwether three-city composite
(PittsbUrgh, Chicago, Philadelphia) price increased 9.1
percent from $86.17 per gross ton on March 1 to $94.00
per ton on April 2.
(See chart in Price Indicators.)

0

Increase in composite price was spurred by a 14.9 percent
advance in the Chicago quote, which rose on March 30
from $84.00 per ton to $96.50 per ton.

0

Price increases in late March were strongly influenced
by the significant increase recorded in the monthly
auction of prime auto bundle grade scrap on March 26,
when auto bundles sold at around $103 per ton, up nearly
16 percent from the February price.

CATTLEHIDES:
CURRENT

PRICES ADVANCE SHARPLY THROUGH MARCH

COMPOSITE PRICE RISES, EXPORTS DROP

° Cattlehide prices (composite of three major types)
averaged 31.90 cents per pound in March, 5 percent
higher than in February 1976 and 82 percent above
March 1975.
(See chart in Price Indicators.)
0

Price increases are attributed in part to firm demand
and tight supply. Also influencing the escalating
prices is the larger proportion of hides now under longterm contract, which leaves a relatively small quantity
openly offered.

° February commercial slaughter of 3.3 million head of
cattle was 13 percent below revised January slaughter
of 3.8 million head, according to Agriculture Department.
0

Increased prices apparently discouraged foreign buying.
Exports in February 1976 of 1.7 million u.s. cattlehides
declined by 23 percent from January 1976, and by 6 percent
from February 1975 exports.

0

Exports in February 1976 were 50 percent of February
slaughter, down from 59 percent in February 1975.
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PRICE INDICATORS
WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES
.
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CHANGES IN WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
INDUSTRIAL COMMODITIES
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ENERGY RELATED - WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES
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KEY COMMODITY PRICES
COPPER PRICES
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U.S. CATTLEHIDES
Monthly Average Prices
(Composite of Light Native, Heavy Native,
and Butt Branded Steers)
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ISSUES
SPECIALTY

0

STEELS: ORDERLY MARKETING AGREEMENT
CONSULTATIONS BEGIN

0n March 16, 1976, the President chose to negotiate
Orderly Marketing Agreements with principal specialty
steel exportinq countries. Negotiations must be
concluded within 90 days.
(S~e Bu~iness Conditions
Report, March 26, 1976.)

0

As a prelude to negotiating Orderly Marketing Agreements,
U.S. began consulting with Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) members on April 5
and 6.

0

u.s.

objective in the consultations is to meet its
general commitment to consult on trade matters, brief
member countries on conditions in U.S. specialty steel
industry, and explain u.s. proposal for negotiating
marketing agreements on specialty steel exports to U.S.
At same time, U.S. will obtain views of principal
supplying countries, all members of OECD.

0

Bilateral discussions will be held with the Japanese
on April 12. Japan has agreed to the discussions but
has not made any commitment to negotiate an orderly
marketing agreement. Bilateral discussions with
other principal supplier countries will follow.

0

Actual negotiations of the marketing agreements may be
difficult.
Spokesmen for Japan and the European Community have
been critical of proposed U.S. action. u.s.
negotiators, meanwhile, have little flexibility,
since the 146,000-ton level of imports recommended
by ITC is only 5 percent below actual 1975 imports,
and 3.4 percent below 1974.

0

Orderly marketing agreements must be concluded by
June 14, 1976, or the President must impose quotas for
3 years near the overall level recommended by ITC.
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FOOD RETAILING: COMPUTER ASSISTED CHECKOUT
REDUCES PRICE AWARENESS

° Computer assisted checkout in food stores eliminates
need for pricing individual items.

° Consumer groups, concerned that absence of item prices
would reduce consumer price awareness, reduce opportunity for comparative shopping, and subject consumers
to potential price abuses, have lobbied at all levels
of government to require item pricing. Labor unions
have supported the consumer groups.
CURRENT

0

A recent food industry study concluded that without
item pricing, there is significant loss of price
awareness by food shoppers.

0

Public Policy Subcommittee of the grocery industry
group, which developed the Universal Products Code,
has recommended that stores using computer assisted
checkout follow the traditional system of price marking.

0

The Subcommittee hopes that this position will discourage further legislative action on the matter.
COKE OVEN EMISSION STANDARD: OSHA RELEASES
INFLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT

CURRENT

0

A coke oven emissions standard limiting respirable
dust in the work place to 0.3 milligrams per cubic
meter of air was proposed by the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) on July 31, 1975.
A hearing on the issues raised by the proposed rule
began on November 4, 1975 and was recessed on
January 8, 1976 to allow time for completion of an
inflationary impact statement for the proposed
standard.

0

Inflationary impact statement showed that implementation
of this standard would require employment of an
additional 5,000 persons, a capital expenditure of $451
million, and annual operating expenditures of $173 million.

0

If capital costs are annualized and included in operating
cost figure, annual cost under the regulation could reach
$240.6 million.

0

This increased cost of coke production would increase
steel price approximately $2.50 per ton (1 to 2 percent
increase) and would add .01 percent to the nation's
consumer price index.
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0

Statement shows that the proposed regulation would place
larger steel producers in a stronger competitive position
vis-a-vis small producers, since cost of implementation
per unit of steel production would place a proportionately
heavier financial burden on small producers.

0

Hearings, expected to require an additional month to
complete, are to resume on May 4, 1976.
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